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Homing endonucleases, found in all forms of microbial life, facilitate the invasion of host
genes often in concert with introns or inteins by generating double stranded breaks in
conserved coding sequences. There are five homing endonuclease families distinct in their
structural characteristics and each family appears to share a common ancestor with diverse
host proteins of unrelated function. Such related proteins include restriction endonucleases,
DNA mismatch repair proteins, transcription factors, four-way junction resolving enzymes,
and colicins. Homing endonculeases are currently being computationally redesigned for ap-
plications in genome engineering and structures of three redesigned homing endonuclease
variants are described. In these experiments, crystal structures uncovered unexpected shifts
in the DNA backbone relative to the wild type endonucleases and have thus been informative
in the redesign process. Recently, a sixth homing endonuclease family homologous to E. Coli
DNA repair protein VSR was discovered. A series of biochemical and x-ray crystallographic
experiments investigating binding specificity and catalytic mechanism of a representative
family member I-Bth0305I are described. Finally, a database archiving experimentally char-
acterized homing endonucleases and a web-base program supporting homing endonuclease
target site search are discussed.
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1Chapter 1
STRUCTURAL, FUNCTIONAL AND EVOLUTIONARY
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN HOMING ENDONUCLEASES AND
HOST PROTEINS
This chapter is intended for publication in Nucleic Acids Research by authors GK Taylor
and BL Stoddard.
Homing endonucleases (HEs) are highly specific, DNA cleaving enzymes that are en-
coded by invasive DNA elements (usually mobile introns and inteins) within the genomes
of phage, bacteria, archea, protists and eukaryotic organelles. At least six diverse struc-
tural HE families, spanning four distinct nuclease catalytic motifs, have been characterized.
In every known example, homing endonucleases display obvious structural homology to a
variety of host proteins, many of which are found in bacteria. The biological functions of
those related proteins are highly disparate and include nonspecific DNA degradation en-
zymes, restriction endonucleases, DNA repair enzymes, resolvases, intron splicing factors,
and transcription factors. These relationships indicate that modern day homing endonucle-
ases share ancient common ancestors with a wide variety of host proteins that are involved
in genomic maintenance, fidelity and gene expression. This chapter summarizes the results
of a large number of recent structural studies of homing endonucleases and host proteins
that have illustrated the manner in which these proteins and activities are related.
1.1 Homing Endonucleases and Related Host Proteins
Homing endonucleases (HEs) are mobile genetic elements that selfishly propagate themselves
in a dominant non-Mendelian fashion [30]. These proteins generally display no biological
role other than to advance their own genetic coding sequence through a mechanism that
is initiated by cleavage of a specific genomic target. DNA cleavage by the HE stimulates
2Figure 1.1: Homing endonucleases are inherited in a dominant non-Mendelian fashion. The
homing endonuclease, encoded by the invaded gene, targets the uninvaded host gene and
generates a double stranded break. This event stimulates homologous recombination which
uses the invaded gene as a repair template. When the process is resolved, the homing
endonuclease has successfully replicated itself.
break repair via homologous recombination, which results in precise insertion of the homing
endonuclease reading frame (often in concert with surrounding intron or intein sequence)
into the DNA target site. At least six distinct structural families of homing endonucleases
(the ’LAGLIDADG’, ’HNH’, ’His-Cys box’, ’GIY-YIG’, ’PD-(D/E)xK’, and most recently
discovered ’EDxHD’ proteins) have been identified [113, 120]. Each is classified and named
according to the presence of a conserved sequence motif that corresponds to the conservation
of critical structural and catalytic residues. These six HE structural families span at least
four unique catalytic motifs that are widely associated with nuclease activities. The HNH
and His-Cys box enzymes share a common “ββα-metal” catalytic site [38], while the PD-
(D/E)xK and EDxHD endonucleases also appear to be distantly related [120, 123, 124].
Despite wide variations in HE structure and mechanism, which corresponds to an equally
wide range of genomic and biological hosts, all homing endonucleases must meet similar
functional requirements [113]. They are generally encoded by relatively short reading frames
3(less than 1kB), presumably to minimize interference with the folding and function of their
surrounding mobile elements (which are often self-splicing introns or inteins). Their DNA
recognition behaviors usually involve the readout of long DNA targets that range from about
14 to over 30 base pairs in length, while simultaneously accommodating poorly conserved
base pairs in their host target sites (such as wobble positions in protein coding sequences).
This combination of DNA recognition properties allows a homing endonuclease to achieve
sufficient specificity to avoid imposing significant toxicity to its current host, while also
facilitating its continued vertical inheritance and persistence during the evolution of future
generations of its host.
The evolutionary origin of the first homing endonuclease system is unknown, and the
precise evolutionary mechanism by which any of the modern homing endonucleases families
were generated is not particularly well understood. However, bioinformatic and structural
studies of representatives from each unique homing endonuclease lineage have repeatedly
demonstrated that they share common structural folds, and often an underlying mechanism
of DNA binding and hydrolysis, with many host proteins that are involved in a wide variety
of biological functions and pathways.
In this review, we summarize the results of a variety of high-resolution structural studies
that have illustrated the various manners in which individual homing endonuclease families
are related to host proteins of different biological and molecular functions. Implicit in this
summary is the hypothesis there are at least two evolutionary scenarios by which such re-
lationships might have been established. In the first, a modern HE family and one or more
host proteins might simply represent the products of divergence from a common ancestor.
In the second, an established homing endonuclease might have acquired a secondary biolog-
ical function (for example, the ability to act as a ’maturase’ and thereby facilitate intron
splicing). In some cases, this may have resulted in the loss of the original HE function,
presumably because the host-specific biological role became the primary target of selective
pressure to maintain the protein’s form and function.
41.2 Colicins
Escherichia coli and many other bacterial species produce and release a family of antibacte-
rial cytotoxins named colicins under various conditions of stress [70]. Colicins are believed
to confer an advantage in the presence of competing bacterial organisms when nutrients
are limited or the cell is otherwise challenged by exposure to UV light or DNA damag-
ing reagents. Separate colicin domains are involved in three separate stages required for
cell killing: receptor binding, membrane translocation and toxin activity. The N terminal
colicin domain is usually responsible for translocation, the central domain affects recep-
tor binding, and the C terminal domain is often the active cytotoxic agent. To protect
against self-cytoxic activity, cells producing colicins often co-produce an inhibitor protein
that sequesters this cytotoxic domain until release from the host. Once the colicin has been
introduced into the cytoplasm of the target cell, the cytotoxic domain kills the target cell
using one of several mechanisms that include a highly specific RNAse activity, depolariza-
tion of the cytoplasmic membrane, inhibition of murein synthesis, or (in the case discussed
below) non-specific DNAse activity.
The active sites of monomeric DNAse colicins contain an HNH nuclease motif as is
observed within crystal structure of colicins E7 and E9 [29]. The residues of the HNH
motif are found in a concave crevice in the surrounding protein fold that is believed to
providing space for binding of double-stranded DNA in a sequence non-specific manner.
Several of the residues in the active site of these enzymes coordinate a single divalent metal
ion that is required to stabilize the phosphoanion transition state and the 3′ oxygen leaving
group of the reaction. An absolutely conserved histidine residue acts as a general base
for the reaction, specifically to activate a water nucleophile. The active sites of bacterial
colicins, as well as nonspecific microbial endonucleases such as the secreted nuclease from
Serratia marcencens, were observed to display similar architectures to the active site of the
Physarum polycephalum His-Cys box homing endonuclease I-PpoI. Comparative structural
analyses between those nucleases offered the first suggestions that HNH and His-Cys-box
nucleases were related by a common ancestor and related catalytic mechanisms [38]. While
the colicins display relatively small domain architectures, I-PpoI contains several structural
5elaborations beyond the HNH motif and associated ββα-metal core fold that are required
for dimerization and for sequence-specific DNA recognition.
The observation that the HNH nuclease motif is broadly distributed across both homing
endonucleases and a variety of distantly related host proteins was further illustrated by the
subsequent determination of the DNA-bound crystal structure of the phage-derived homing
endonuclease I-HmuI [103]. Unlike I-PpoI [41], that enzyme and a large number of related
phage HEs display monomeric structures in which their HNH catalytic nuclease domains are
tethered to independent DNA-binding regions via an overall protein domain organization
that is unique from either bacterial colicins or the His-Cys-box homing endonucleases.
1.3 Restriction-modification
Bacterial genomes contain a wide variety of genetic systems that are believed to act bio-
logically to protect their hosts against phage infections, as well as other possible sources of
incoming foreign DNA [69]. The best studied of these correspond to restriction-modification
(RM) systems, which are evolved around restriction endonuclease (REase) enzymes that rec-
ognize short nucleotide sequences in double stranded phage DNA with exceptional fidelity
[84]. Many, if not all, bacterial genera possess multiple RM systems [69]; in each one the
restriction endonuclease acts in concert with a cognate DNA modification activity that
chemically modifies the same target sequence within the host genome (usually via base
methylation within the same target site sequence) so that cleavage is effectively blocked.
R-M enzyme systems are classified according to their subunit composition and their
mechanism of recognition and action on DNA [12]. Class I and III restriction endonucleases
are large multisubunit assemblages that physically tether DNA target recognition, cleavage
and methylation activities into large molecular assemblages that also contain and require
ATP-dependent translocation for overall activity. In contrast, the class II R-M systems are
considerably smaller and do not require ATP hydrolysis or the action of motor proteins for
DNA cleavage or modification. In most (but not all) Class II systems, the REases act inde-
pendently of their cognate methyltransferase (MTase) to cleave their specific DNA targets.
Several thousand of class II restriction endonucleases have been biochemically characterized
[91], and many more have been identified during the course of microbial genomic sequencing
6and annotation efforts around the world.
In contrast to homing endonucleases, restriction endonucleases usually recognize short
sequences (generally 4 to 8 base pairs in length) with high fidelity [91]. A large number
of crystallographic analyses of various type II REase/DNA complex have demonstrated
that typically the restriction endonucleases contacts the target DNA sequence with 15 to
20 directional hydrogen bonds that specifically participate in recognition of the individual
bases through the major and/or the minor groove [77].
In addition to their fundamental protective role in the bacterial host, the genes encoding
at least some restriction endonucleases and their associated modification enzymes have also
been proposed to act as selfish DNA [83]. According to this theory, loss of the modification
activity leads to cell death via residual activity of the restriction enzyme, and thereby
imposes a form of negative selection against elimination of R-M systems.
The majority of well characterized restriction endonucleases belong to the PD-(D/E)xK
structural superfamily. Despite their low sequence similarity, it has been proposed that
PD-(D/E)xK type II restriction endonucleases are descended from a common ancestor by
divergent evolution [40]. As expected, the active site and the recognition site are the most
structurally conserved regions in PD-(D/E)xK endonucleases. In general, restriction en-
donucleases appear to undergo rapid divergence and different restriction endonuclease fam-
ilies exhibit very little sequence similarity [13].
The I-Ssp6803I homing endonuclease (sometimes referred to with an abbreviated ’I-SspI’
name for ease of description) was the first homing endonuclease to be shown to contain a
PD-(D/E)xK core fold and to resemble REases from that family [86, 132]. This homing
endonuclease and its close homologues are generally encoded in cyanobacteria. The enzyme
forms a tetramer in solution; upon sequence recognition, two subunits make contact with the
DNA while the other two provide additional quaternary structural interactions that allow
organization of the protein on its long DNA target. This allows the homing endonuclease
to recognize a pseudopalindromic target sequence consisting of 23 bp in length. Relative to
the type II REases that have been visualized crystallographically, I-Ssp6803I is particularly
closely related to the R.PvuII enzyme, with an RMSD of 3.3 [132] (Figure 1.2, top). Despite
their similar size and architectures, DNA target site recognition by the two enzymes is
7obviously highly diverged, with I-SspI recognizing a 23 bp target with variable degrees of
fidelity at individual DNA base pairs, in contrast to recognition of a 6 base pair target
with absolute fidelity by R.PvuII. Of note, I-SspI makes approximately the same number
of nucleotide specific contacts as PvuII does to its target.
In addition to the PD-(D/E)xK REase enzyme superfamily, a variety of type II re-
striction enzymes are known to contain either the GIY-YIG or the HNH catalytic core
motifs [60, 63, 110]. The DNA-bound structures of the GIY-YIG restriction endonucle-
ases R.Eco29kI and R.Hpy188I have been solved [110, 78, 109], which has allowed direct
comparisons with the structure and proposed catalytic mechanism of the GIY-YIG homing
endonuclease I-TevI (Figure 1.2, middle). The catalytic core of a GIY-YIG endonuclease
follows a “β-β-α-β-α” topology where the first two β strands contain the residues GIY and
YIG. R.Eco29kI has an extended DNA-binding loop immediately after the second β strand
as well as a unique helix inserted between the first two β strands. This unique helix lies on
the surface of the protein, distant from both the active site and the bound DNA; it appears
to have a purely structural role in the protein fold and does not directly participate in the
site of catalysis. Five conserved catalytic residues are all found within this core domain: Y49
from β1, Y76 from β2, H108 and R104 from α3, and E142 from α4. The sequence identity
between the catalytic core domain of R.Eco29kI and the nuclease domain of I-TevI is 12%
and the structure superposition has an rmsd of about 2.9 A˚ for backbone atoms. Either
Y49 or Y76 in the GIY-YIG catalytic motif of R.Eco29kI might act indirectly or directly as
a general base in the reaction, or one residue might satisfy the catalytic requirement when
one of them is mutated.
A similar variety of REases, including R.PacI, R.Hpy99I, and R.KpnI belong to the HNH
structural family [63, 110, 109, 102, 98]. These restriction endonucleases are all homodimers
containing one -metal motif per subunit. Similar to the I-PpoI homing endonuclease, the
DNA-bound cocrystal structures of R.PacI and R.Hpy99I indicate that those two enzymes
are homodimers that contain two bound zinc ions per protein subunit; however all three
enzymes have evolved different additional structural elaborations around their active sites
and equally unique DNA binding modes. Whereas the I-PpoI enzyme recognizes a 14 base
pair target site, again with moderate fidelity at several positions, the restriction enzymes
8Figure 1.2: The PD-(D/E)XK, GIY-YIG, and HNH homing endonuclease families are all
related to restriction endonucleases. The homing endonuclease I-SspI shares a core catalytic
motif embedded in an alpha helix and beta sheet that is also observed in the restriction en-
donuclease PvuII (top). The catalytic domain of homing endonuclease I-TevI is structurally
similar to restriction endonuclease R.Eco29kI where catalytic tyrosines are colored yellow
(middle). Finally, the catalytic -metal motif found in homing endonuclease I-HmuI is also
found in restriction endonuclease PacI (bottom).
9recognize considerably shorter target sites with absolute fidelity. The heart of the Hpy99I
protein forms a structure that wraps around its target site, aligning the helices from the
catalytic site ββα-metal motif almost perpendicular with the DNA duplex axis. In con-
trast, PacI binds via an elongated fold. In that structure, two subunits and the ββα-metal
motif aligned almost parallel to the DNA duplex. Based on these observations, these site-
specific HNH endonucleases probably descended from a common ββα-metal ancestor but
are distantly related. Active site details and organization of PacI also indicate a significant
divergence from the unusual architecture and mechanism that is observed for an HNH active
site. First, a tyrosine side chain occupies a position usually inhabited by an imidazole base
and a nucleophilic water. Second, there is a requirement of a tyrosine phenolic oxygen for
catalysis. Together, these indicate that this side chain might act as a direct nucleophile in
DNA strand cleavage although the more traditional mechanism involving water-mediated
hydrolysis cannot be ruled out.
1.4 DNA repair
1.4.1 Nucleotide excision functions
UvrABC is a multienzyme complex found in E. coli and other bacteria that is involved in
’short patch’ nucleotide excision repair in response to DNA damage at individual bases. The
sequence of events in the UvrABC-mediated damage recognition and nucleotide excision re-
action are relatively well established [126]. First, UvrA dimerizes through an interaction
with ATP. The dimer UvrA2 interacts with UvrB in solution forming a stable complex
with either one or two copies of UvrB per complex. Upon binding, UvrA first contacts
DNA which it then transfers to DNA binding domain on UvrB. This complex then scans
each strand of DNA in search of recognizable DNA adducts. Once a damaged strand has
been encountered, it is bent and wrapped around one molecule of UvrB. It is thought that
upon lesion recognition, UvrA hydrolyzes ATP which promotes self-dissociation leaving a
UvrB:DNA complex. UvrB utilizes bound ATP energy applied by the -hairpin region of
UvrB in order to impose an unfavorable DNA conformation, thereby enabling binding and
phosphoryl hydrolysis by UvrC. Binding allows UvrC to catalyze the two incision reactions.
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UvrC is weakly constitutively expressed resulting in a cell copy number of 10-20. UvrC
mediates two strand scission events on the same DNA strand, with one cleavage event lo-
cated nucleotides 3′ of the lesion, and the second eight nucleotides 5′ to the lesion. The two
strand cleavage events generate a 12-nucleotide fragment of DNA with the lesion roughly in
the middle. After incision, DNA helicase II (UvrD) releases UvrC and the excised oligonu-
cleotide. DNA polymerase I then resynthesizes the excised strand and removes UvrB from
the non-damaged DNA strand in the process. DNA ligase I joins the synthesized DNA to
the template finishing the nucleotide excision repair pathway.
Bioinformatic analyses and homology searches using the sequence of E. coli UvrC re-
vealed a bacterial homolog named Cho [126]. This protein is homologous to the N-terminal
region of UvrC and can initiate 3′ DNA strand cleavage, but not 5′ cleavage. As previ-
ously demonstrated for UvrC, Cho is also dependent on UvrAB but UvrC and Cho interact
with different UvrB domains. Cho and UvrC are both encoded in several bacterial species
including E. coli, but the greater majority of bacteria contain only a recognizable copy of
UvrC. In some species such as mycoplasmas and Borrelia burgdorferi only Cho is found.
In these cases, a 5′ strand cleavage activity might originate from an additional exonuclease
domain found on Cho or from the exonuclease activity of an alternative enzyme. This may
be plausible as Cho proteins of the Mycobacterium species are larger than that of E. coli.
The nucleotide excision repair proteins UvrC and Cho shares homology with the catalytic
domain of the GIY-YIG family of homing endonucleases [122]. The two proteins roughly
follow a structural motif of α1-β1-β2-α2-α3-β3-α4-α5 (Figure 1.3, top). At the center
of each globular structure is a sheet that contains the GIY-YIG catalytic motif on β1
and β2. The catalytic domain of UvrC and the catalytic domain of I-TevI have relatively
low sequence identity of 15 %. Given their low sequence identity, it is notable that the
two structures superimpose with an rmsd of 2.2 A˚ for 60 of 89 possible C atoms. While
the two structures have a nearly identical topology, there are clear differences in their
secondary and tertiary structure. First, an additional helix, α1, is present in the UvrC
structure compared to I-TevI. This helix is likely structural and appears to not be involved
in catalysis, because residues that form the helix are not conserved among various UvrC
homologues. Second, the region spanning α2 and β3, which includes α3, is not structurally
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conserved compared to I-TevI. Nevertheless, a residue that stabilizes the hydrophobic core
of the domain superimposes between the two structures (Ile45 from UvrC and Leu 56 in
I-TevI). Finally, the terminal helix α5 in the motif is found in neither I-TevI nor all UvrC
homologs.
1.4.2 Mismatch repair functions
In the first step of DNA mismatch repair, MutS binds to base pair mismatches and to small
insertion/deletion loops [92]. MutS is a functional heterodimer with one monomer binding
the mismatch, and the other binding nonspecifically to the surrounding DNA. Each subunit
also contains an ATPase domain that interacts with the DNA binding domain. The MutS-
DNA-ATP complex then interacts with MutL which also binds DNA and ATP. Interaction
of MutL with DNA is mediated primarily through MutS and occurs independently of ATP
hydrolysis. ATP hydrolysis by MutL is then required for interaction with many of the
downstream proteins required for completion of mismatch repair, one of which is termed
the Very Short patch Repair protein or Vsr.
Unlike other mismatch repair proteins, Vsr recognizes mismatches in the context of a
longer sequence. Through recruitment by MutL, this single strand endonuclease preferen-
tially targets T/G mismatches within hemimethylated 5′-CTWGG/5′CCWGG sequences
where W is an A or a T (the 3′C of CCWGG sequences is the substrate for the bacterial
DNA cytosine methyltransferase (Dcm)) [93]. Vsr cleaves the DNA 5′ of the mismatched
T, so that after removal of downstream bases, DNA Polymerase I may perform templated
DNA resynthesis, creating a short repair patch. DNA ligase then reintegrates the DNA
patch into the DNA backbone.
In a recent analysis of environmental metagenomic sequence data collected by the Global
Ocean Sampling project, a novel type of fractured gene was discovered corresponding to sep-
arately encoded halves of self splicing inteins that interrupt individual host genes in the same
locus [25]. The inteins were frequently found to be interrupted by open reading frames that
do not exhibit significant sequence similarity to previously characterized homing endonucle-
ase families. Further analysis indicated that the uncharacterized open reading frames were
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Figure 1.3: DNA repair enzymes participating in diverse and complex pathways are homol-
ogous to different families of homing endonucleases. The GIY-YIG homing endonuclease
I-TevI is homologous to the DNA repair protein UvrC that participates in the nucleotide ex-
cision repair pathway (top). An entire family of homing endonucleases have been named in
reference to homology with the nucleotide excision repair protein Vsr. The catalytic domain
of homing endonuclease I-Bth0305I, a representative member of this family, is structurally
similar to Vsr (bottom).
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associated with introns, inteins, or as freestanding genes. In total fifteen members, including
two in previously annotated genes in the NCBI sequence database, were described.
Limited sequence homology to the catalytic domain of the Very Short patch Repair (Vsr)
endonucleases was detected in the C-terminal region of the translated protein sequences of
these genes [25]. The established catalytic residues from Vsr endonucleases were conserved
across all members of the new gene family. These residues include an essential aspartate
that coordinates a catalytic magnesium ion, a histidine thought to act as a general base,
and a proximal aspartate residue. Inferred from the presence of endonuclease catalytic
residues within the domain, this gene family was hypothesized to encode a novel lineage
of homing endonucleases. The activity, specificity, and structure have been characterized
for one representative member of this family, I-Bth0305I [120]. The crystal structure of
the catalytic domain support a similar mechanism for DNA strand cleavage and confirms
that members of this homing endonuclease family share a common ancestor with the Vsr
mismatch repair endonuclease (Figure 1.3, bottom).
Vsr endonucleases and the newly discovered homing endonuclease family (now named
the ’EDxHD’ homing endonucleases) display a type II restriction enzyme topology that has
significantly diverged from the traditional PD-(D/E)xK motif and uses an activated histidine
as a general base [120]. Further subtle divergence of catalytic mechanism is indicated by
an additional highly conserved acidic residue in the active site region. Apart from these
two exceptions, the enzyme has maintained most the features of this unique active site
arrangement. The observed bipartite arrangement of the catalytic domain is not common
with Vsr but the relationship between the two proteins is clear when comparing global
topologies.
1.5 DNA resolvases
Four-way DNA (Holliday) junctions are branchpoints generated by the interconnection of
four helices during strand exchange events that are necessary for various DNA integration,
transposition and recombination processes [74]. Four way junctions are resolved by junction
resolving enzymes to create duplex products. These nucleases are highly specific for the
structure of DNA junctions where they initiate cleavage at the branchpoint of the junction.
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Junction-resolving enzymes have been isolated from a number of different organisms ranging
from bacteria, bacteriophages, archaea, yeast, and mammalian cells and their viruses.
In comparing the crystal structure of the I-Ssp6803I homing endonuclease to previously
determined macromolecular structures, the most similar core fold corresponds to the archael
Holliday junction resolving enzyme (Figure 1.4, top) [132]. Specifically, the Hjc enzyme
from Pyrococcus furiosus aligns with an r.m.s.d. of 2.4 A˚ (1.9 A˚ across the catalytic core).
Whereas I-SspI forms a tetramer to bind a long duplex DNA target, four-way junction re-
solving enzymes form a dimer to recognize the junction itself. This is accomplished through
the creation of two DNA-binding channels that are 30 A˚ in length, formed on either side of
the dimer. These channels are positively charged and make extensive contact with the arms
containing the 5′ ends of the continuous strands. This results in the burial of 4180 A˚2 of
solvent accessible protein surface and the channels hold the DNA arms in a perpendicular
orientation [74]. The relationship of the catalytic core between a homing endonuclease and
a four-way junction resolving enzyme suggests a common ancestor even with the different
oligomeric state found in each of the two proteins.
1.6 Maturases and mating switch proteins
Whereas all of the examples provided above appear to represent situations where modern day
homing endonucleases and contemporary host proteins have diverged from ancient common
ancestors, there exists as least two cases where established homing endonuclease structures
and function developed secondary biological activities and roles in the host, which in time
led to the original invasive function giving way entirely to a unique host-specific role.
Many homing endonucleases can also participate in the post-transcriptional splicing of
their host intron, by assisting the folding of their cognate RNA intron–a function termed
’maturase’ activity [26, 130, 45, 56, 117, 58, 43, 76]. In some cases, such maturases have
retained their original homing endonuclease activity and thus moonlight between both ac-
tivities [15] where in other cases the homing endonuclease activity has been lost–in some
cases through a single, presumably recent point mutation that can be easily reverted to
restore endonuclease activity [117].
Finally, some homing endonucleases have been adopted by the host to act directly as
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Figure 1.4: The PD-(D/E)XK motif is found in homing endonuclease I-SspI and in the
four-way junction resolving enzyme. The core structural motif, which consists of an alpha
helix and beta sheet, aligns between the two enzymes (top). Colicins are similar to the HNH
family of homing endonuclease. A structural comparison of I-HmuI and Colicin E7 shows
the core BBA-metal motif with different structural elaborations that coopt the catalytic
mechanism for different contexts (bottom).
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freestanding endonucleases that drive biologically important gene conversion events. For
example, the HO endonuclease in yeast, which is responsible for the mating-type genetic
switch in that organism, is a LAGLIDADG protein which appears to be derived from an
intein-associated homing endonuclease [61].
1.7 Genetic regulation
The DNA binding properties of homing endonucleases appears to facilitate their ability to
be utilized, either directly or as a result of evolutionary repurposing, as genetic regulators.
For example, the I-TevI homing endonuclease moonlights as a transcriptional repressor,
acting to suppress its own expression and thereby assist in reducing host toxicity in the
presence of its reading frame and corresponding mobile DNA element [75, 33]. At least two
examples have been described in the literature of more distant relationships between homing
endonucleases and genetic regulators: the WhiA/DUF199 family of bacterial sporulation
factors and the eukaryotic SMAD proteins.
1.7.1 WhiA/DUF199
The initiation of mRNA synthesis depends ultimately on factors that interact with specific
elements in gene promoters [82]. Sequence specific DNA binding proteins attach to the con-
trol region in the immediate vicinity of a transcription start site called a promoter. These
proteins are composed of a surprising variety of usually separable DNA binding and tran-
scriptional activation domains. The DNA binding subregions of many transcription factors
consist of 60 to 100 amino acids and are necessary but not sufficient for transcriptional ac-
tivation. These regions are tethered to transcriptional activation domains that are required
for the initiation of transcription, presumably through recruitment of RNA polymerase.
One family of putative bacterial transcription factors named DUF199 is present in all
Gram-positive bacteria [3]. One representative member of this family, WhiA, was observed
in bioinformatic and structural studies to contain a core LAGLIDADG sequence motif
and corresponding fold and topology at its N-terminal region, tethered to a C-terminal
helix-turn-helix domain [64, 62]. The WhiA protein is essential for sporulation in Strep-
tomyces coelicolor and related Streptomycete strains, and appears to regulate expression
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of multiple sporulation-specific Whi genes [3]. Notably, WhiA regulates expression of its
own reading frame and at least one other sporulation specific transcript (ParAB2), and
appears to interact with and regulate the activity of the sporulation-specific sigma factor
WhiG. All Gram-positive bacteria contain similar Whi operons including a single recogniz-
able DUF199/WhiA protein. This conservation suggests that WhiA homologs function in
a similar manner.
The similarities and differences between WhiA sequence and structure relative to its
closest bacterial homologs and more distantly related LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases
are displayed in Figure 1.5, top. Analysis of the structure elucidates how unique evolution-
ary pressures that are placed upon a genetic regulator versus those placed on an invasive
endonuclease might produce individually tailored structures and biochemical features that
are appropriate for each function. The protein fold topology observed in monomeric LAGL-
IDADG homing endonucleases is observed in the N-terminal region of WhiA. Monomeric
LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases are composed of two structurally similar domains,
each containing an αββαββ core that are connected by a short peptide linker. The clos-
est structural homolog of WhiA, identified by the DALI webserver, is the I-DmoI homing
endonuclease, which is an archael enzyme encoded within a mobile group I intron. The
two sequences have low sequence identity of 13 % and the structures superimpose with
an α-carbon r.m.s.d. across all aligned residues of 2.4 A˚ [62]. Conserved elements include
those residues that comprise the two LAGLIDADG helices that form the core of the domain
interface. Intimate packing between backbone atoms in the helices resulted in helices that
are closely superimposable.
A key difference between LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases and WhiA family mem-
bers is that the WhiA proteins lack acidic residues at the base of the LAGLIDADG he-
lices that coordinate metal ions in homing endonucleases. In I-DmoI [104], these conserved
residues correspond to D20 and E117 and are essential for catalysis. Other catalytic residues,
such as K42 and K120 in I-DmoI, are not conserved in WhiA. These residues are basic
residues that are involved in transition-state stabilization in homing endonucleases. These
positions are occupied by a histidine and methionine (H54 and M125, respectively) in the
WhiA structure and are similarly nonconserved in close homologs. As a consequence, WhiA
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Figure 1.5: LAGLIDADG and His-Cys Box homing endonucleases are related to transcrip-
tion factors. Both the homing endonuclease I-DmoI and the transcription factor share a
common structural fold with a pseudodimeric structure with a pair of beta sheets joined at
an interface between two central alpha helices (top). The homing endonuclease I-PpoI has
a similar topology to the MH1 domain of the SMAD transcription factor. Highlighted in
red are two beta strands that are involved in DNA recognition. Corresponding segments of
each protein are colored similarly (bottom).
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family members cannot be endonucleases and do not digest DNA in controlled experiments.
The mechanism of DNA recognition and binding by WhiA LAGLIDADG domains might
differ significantly from that displayed by the same domains in the homing endonuclease.
Enzymes such as I-DmoI make extensive contacts with their DNA substrates using a pair
of antiparallel β sheets and associated loops. These structural elements make interactions
with the DNA backbone with individual nucleotide base pairs across the entire DNA target.
Each LAGLIDADG domain recognizes a single DNA half-site using DNA-contact surfaces
that are uniformly positively charged. The only exception to this surface is the presence of
conserved metal coordinating acid residues in the active sites at the center of the domain
interface.
The surface of WhiA corresponding to the DNA-binding surface of the N-terminal do-
main in traditional LAGLIDADG homing endonuclease displays significant negative surface
charge. Also, the C-terminal LAGLIDADG domain displays positively charged surface that
extends well beyond its β sheet region. Consequently, the DUF199/WhiA protein family is
expected to interact with its DNA target in a unique manner from the mode of DNA bind-
ing exhibited by LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases such as I-DmoI; it is quite possible
that the LAGLIDADG domain in the WhiA/DUF199 family has entirely surrendered DNA
binding function to the helix-turn-helix domain and is instead involved in protein-protein
interactions required for its role as a gene expression regulator.
1.7.2 Smad Proteins
SMADs are intracellular proteins that are involved in transducing signals to the nucleus,
in response to the presence of various growth factors, in order to activate expression of the
TGF-beta gene [53]. The DNA binding domain of the Smad transcriptional regulator in the
TGF-B signaling cascade has been found to resemble the overall topology of the His-Cys-
Box homing endonuclease I-PpoI [49]. Smad consists of two domains, MH1 and MH2. The
MH2 domain is homologous to a large family of nuclear signaling protein-protein interaction
domains in eukaryotes and prokaryotes. A presumably unique spatial structure of the MH1
domain earned it a unique fold classification in the SCOP database. A combination of
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sequence and structure-based analyses show that the MH1 domain is homologous to the
His-Cys-Box homing endonuclease family (Figure 1.5, bottom). The structural similarity
was first detected by the DALI server with a 16 % sequence identitity and an r.m.s.d. of
3.3 A˚ between 78 aligned α-carbons [49].
The structural organization of I-PpoI follows a three subdomain architecture with two
subdomains having structural equivalents in MH1 Smad. Notably, the first subdomain is a
three-stranded β-sheet (colored red in Figure 1.5) that binds in the major groove of DNA;
the turn between β strands incorporates the active site Arg61. Further, MH1 and I-PpoI
have similar secondary structural elements in the same topological connection and spatial
arrangement. From this global comparison, it is clear that they posses the same fold [49]
and share a common ancestor.
1.8 Conclusions
Most enzymes involved in the catalysis of phosphodiester bonds are members of a relatively
small number of protein structural families and span an even smaller number of nuclease
catalytic motifs. The processes of phage restriction, nucleotide excision repair, DNA mis-
match repair, Holliday junction resolution, and recombination are undertaken by families to
which homing endonucleases are members of the PD-(D/E)xK, HNH and GIY-YIG enzyme
families. Once a fold has evolved to catalyze a single or double stranded break in DNA, it
may be coopted and repurposed into a number of different functions.
The PD-(D/E)xK endonucleases have highly divergent active site architectures. Conse-
quently, these enzymes do not display a single uniform reaction mechanism. For example, a
variety of residues and chemistries can be used for transition state stabilization and proton
transfer, DNA cleavage may be enabled by different numbers of metal ions, and the position
of metal binding sites may be moved [131]. By comparison, the structure and corresponding
mechanism of GIY-YIG active sites appears to be quite strongly conserved (possibly be-
cause of the simultaneous participation of several motif residues in structural stabilization
and in catalysis). Consequently, before divergence of the endonuclease family from their
last common ancestor, the active site geometry was probably optimized and strongly fixed.
The GIY-YIG endonuclease domains engage in highly disparate biological functions that
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include DNA invasion, defense, genomic degradation, and repair. In light of this functional
diversity, the maintenance of their active sites is extraordinary: of the identity and posi-
tion of six catalytically important residues, five are absolutely or strongly conserved [78].
The GIY-YIG domain has been less successful than several other nuclease superfamilies in
adopting different functions, parasitizing different organisms, and spreading to new loci [31].
This suggests an inflexibility of the GIY-YIG fold.
The ββα-metal HNH motif is highly modular and found in conjunction with a number
of domains that diversify function. The motif is embedded with different domains that bind
DNA specifically in the case of homing endonucleases or transport the protein to competing
cells in the case of colicins. The motif has also been added to structural ameliorations that
support oligomerization as is the case for the PacI restriction endonuclease. The LAGLI-
DADG and His-Cys-Box motifs have lost their catalytic function but retained their DNA
binding ability to become transcription factors. These proteins continue to bind specific
DNA sequences, but were highly mutable in the absence of restrictions imposed by the cat-
alytic domain. As a consequence, the MH1 domain of Smad is considerably diverged from
the homing endonuclease I-PpoI. This style of protein evolution is unique to homing en-
donuclease folds that have comparatively more specific DNA binding regions. Despite their
differences in structure, catalytic mechanism, and conserved sequence motifs all families of
homing endonucleases are related to proteins of different function which suggests a common
mechanism of evolution involving a comparably frequent switch in protein function.
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Chapter 2
COMPUTATIONAL REPROGRAMMING OF HOMING
ENDONUCLEASE SPECIFICITY AT MULTIPLE ADJACENT BASE
PAIRS
This chapter was originally published in nucleic acids research by authors J Ashworth,
GK Taylor, JJ Havranek, SA Quadri, BL Stoddard, and D Baker [9].
Homing endonuclease genes (HEGs) are mobile genetic elements found throughout the
microbial universe. They are typically associated with self-splicing intervening sequences
(IS; introns or inteins) that are capable of invading and persisting in host genomes, due
in part to the site-specific DNA cleavage activity of the rare-cutting homing endonucleases
that they encode [112]. Cleavage of a DNA site by the homing endonuclease results in
copying of the HEG and the surrounding IS into the host genome through double-strand
break repair via homologous recombination [11]. These properties and functions of homing
endonucleases form the basis of new targeted genetic applications, including corrective gene
therapy [5]. Delivery or expression of a HEG, along with a DNA repair template that is
homologous to the DNA sequence surrounding the enzymes target, results in the repair or
modification of the recipient allele for distances up to one kilobase on either side of the
endonuclease cleavage site [23].
The potential sites of cleavage for these applications are primarily limited by the speci-
ficities (both natural and engineered) of available homing endonucleases. Multiple tech-
niques can be used to generate homing endonuclease variants that display novel and specific
cleavage activities, including mutagenic library selection and structure-based computational
design [116, 8, 28, 108, 5, 16, 121]. These methods currently produce changes in specificity
for a relatively small number of contiguous base pairs (one to three) that are then com-
bined to access more distant target sites. If these redesigned regions are not adjacent or
overlapping, they can be readily combined in a modular fashion to yield enzymes capable
of cleaving new targets differing from the original wild-type site at many base pairs [96],
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allowing the repair or conversion of novel specific gene loci in vivo [5, 50, 42]. However,
the extent to which separately optimized clusters of interactions that involve adjacent base
pair substitutions and mutations at the same amino acid positions can be combined has yet
to be determined. Furthermore, while high-throughput selection has yielded large numbers
of new specificities, the extent to which computational methods can be used to rationally
predict and design broad changes in specificity is as yet unknown.
To explore the feasibility of using structure-based computational methods to design novel
specificity at multiple adjacent base pairs within a homing endonuclease recognition site,
we employed a computational protein design approach [8, 51] to redesign I-MsoI [19] to
specifically cleave a DNA sequence harboring three consecutive base pair changes relative
to the wild-type site. To investigate the modularity of designed interactions at adjacent and
overlapping positions, we compared the results of a concerted design for the entire three base
pair cluster to the results of individual design for each single base pair substitution. The
designed endonucleases were characterized and compared by assaying relative DNA cleavage
efficiencies and specificities in vitro, and by X-ray crystallography of each protein-DNA com-
plex. Finally, starting from the crystal structure of the triple base pair switch, we designed
a further change in specificity, illustrating the power of iterating between computational
design and experimental structure determination.
2.1 Computational design of specificity
The computational methodology for the prediction and redesign of homing endonuclease
specificity has been described previously [8, 121]. A starting model was built using the
atomic coordinates from the crystal structure of the wild-type I-MsoI endonuclease in com-
plex with its un-cleaved native DNA recognition site [pdb code 1M5X [19]]. Nucleotide
substitutions were modeled by superimposing the ideal coordinates of new nucleotides onto
the backbone atoms of crystallographic nucleotides. The side chain conformations of all
amino acids in the vicinity of the substituted nucleotides were allowed to reconfigure ac-
cording to the Rosetta physics-based full-atom energy function. New combinations of amino
acid identities were searched at those amino acid positions that were capable of directly con-
tacting the substituted nucleotides. Positions were considered to be capable of contact if
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an arginine side chain at that position could be placed within 3.6 A˚ of any nucleotide base
atom. Water-mediated contacts between protein and DNA were also searched by model-
ing water molecules attached to the major groove atoms of nucleotide bases. During the
design for three simultaneous base pair substitutions, small shifts in the protein backbone
were modeled using a loop-closure algorithm [14, 129]. The binding energies of all com-
plexes were calculated by subtracting the energy of the bound complex from the sum of the
energies of the separated protein and DNA.
For the individual base pair substitutions at positions ±8 and ±7, an algorithm was
employed that directly optimizes the specificity of designed amino acids for the target DNA
target site sequence [52, 121]. The energies of interaction between the protein and DNA
(affinities) were computed for the target DNA site as well as for alternative DNA site se-
quences at the substituted base pairs. Using a genetic algorithm [52], a population of
randomized amino acid identities at positions in contact with the substituted nucleotide
positions was evolved in silico by enriching for combinations that maximized the discrim-
ination between the target and alternative DNA sites. To excessive loss of affinity, amino
acid combinations were disfavored if their affinities were more than 5-10 energy units worse
than the best affinity found over all amino acid combinations. The optimal energy threshold
for this criterion was estimated by recovery analysis of wild-type and previously-designed
[8] interactions (data not shown). The specificities of all design models were calculated as
a Boltzmann occupancy of the target complex, versus a partition function consisting of all
competing single base pair variant sites [7].
2.2 Materials and Methods: Protein production and purification
Genes for the homing endonuclease designs were assembled by PCR from oligonucleotides,
based on a DNAWorks [59] assembly that was codon-optimized for expression in Escherichia
coli. 6X-His-tagged proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21-pLysS cells from a pET15
vector by auto-induction [114] at 18-22 ◦ C for 24 h. Proteins were purified by nickel
affinity fast-performance liquid chromatography (FPLC). Protein purity and identity were
verified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and liquid chromatography mass
spectrometry (LCMS), and their concentrations were determined by dividing absorbance
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at 280 nm by their predicted extinction coefficients (5500*Trp + 1490*Tyr + 125*Cys
M−1cm−1) (23). For crystallography, I-MsoI designs contained within the pET-24 vector
were transformed into BL-21(DE3)pLysS E. coli cells (Invitrogen). Single colonies were
then inoculated into 5 ml cultures (LB containing kanamycin and chloramphenicol) that
were again grown overnight. Cultures were added to 1L LB media containing 0.5% glucose
to repress basal expression. At an optical density of 0.6 AU600, cells were collected by
centrifugation and transferred to LB media containing 1 mM IPTG to induce expression.
Cells expressed I-MsoI overnight while shaking at 16◦ C.
2.3 In vitro characterization of endonuclease activity
The relative cleavage activities and specificities of wild- type and designed endonucleases
were determined by incubating serial dilutions of each enzyme with a constant amount of
plasmid DNA. The plasmid substrate contained two I-MsoI cleavage sites, one wild type
and one containing designed base pair substitutions. To preserve symmetry, palindromic
base pair substitutions were incorporated into both the left (-) and right (+) half-sites of
the substituted recognition sites. The plasmid substrates were created by temperature-
annealing phosphorylated oligonucleotides into duplexes corresponding to wild type and
designed cleavage sites. These sticky-ended duplexes were ligated into two different locations
of a plasmid of length 3308 bp, originally obtained from Doyon et al. [28]. The substrates
were pre-linearized by digestion with the restriction endonuclease XbaI. The sizes of linear
DNA fragments resulting from digestion by the endonucleases were as follows: of size 3308 bp
(no cleavage), 2766 bp (wild-type site cleaved but not designed site), 2174 bp (designed but
not wild-type), 1632 bp (wild-type and designed), 1134 bp (designed), 542 bp (wild-type),
where the site whose cleavage results in each product is indicated in parentheses. Plasmid
DNA substrates (50200 ng) were incubated with varying concentrations of endonuclease
in 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 for 1 h at 37◦ C. The reactions
were quenched by adding 10 mM EDTA and 1% SDS and incubating for 10 min at 60◦
C. The DNA products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis, visualized by staining
with ethidium bromide and quantified by measuring spectral density using the program
ImageJ (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). These data were fit to a sigmoid function to estimate
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the concentrations that corresponded to half-maximal cleavage of each target site (EC50).
2.4 Crystallization
Protein samples were further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a 150 mM
NaCl, 0.02% sodium azide, 50 mM Tris pH 8.0 buffer with a flow rate of 1 ml/min on
the Superdex75 16/60 column (120 ml volume). Resulting fractions were analyzed by elec-
trophoresis using a 12.5% SDS denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Fractions containing the
purified protein were pooled and concentrated from 15 to 1.5 ml with a final concentration
of 440 µM . Crystal trays were set using a grid varying pH (6.6, 7.3, 7.8, 8.1, 8.5 and 9.2)
and PEG 400 (v/v 18, 20, 22 and 24%). Each reservoir also contained 5 mM CaCl2, 20 mM
NaCl. DNA was resuspended and annealed at 92 ◦ C for 2 min and then added to protein
in a 2 : 1 concentration. Three 1 l hanging drops of dimer protein concentration 180, 135
and 90 µM were added to each well. Crystals were left to grow at 18◦ C for 4 days. The
crystals were looped and placed in a cryogenic solution containing 170 mM NaCl, 5 mM
CaCl2 and 25% v/v PEG 400.
2.5 Data collection and refinement
Diffraction data were collected on an in house rotating anode generator, using a Saturn CCD
area detector (Rigaku, Inc.). The crystals were maintained at cryological temperatures (72
K) and an X-ray wavelength of 1.54 angstroms was used. Exposure times were 3 to 7 sec-
onds per frame. Images were recorded for 360 of crystal rotation, at 1 intervals. Diffraction
images were analyzed by HKL2000 or CrystalClear 1.40r3 to determine the space group.
Crystal structures were solved by molecular replacement using Phaser, followed by manual
and automated refinement using Coot [35] and PHENIX [1], respectively. For molecular
replacement, a modified I-MsoI [1M5X [19]] model was used where (i) waters were removed,
(ii) target nucleotides were mutated and (iii) redesigned residues were mutated to alanine.
Following molecular replacement and one round of rigid body refinement, redesigned residues
were fit to observed electron density. Manual model adjustments, including movement of the
phosphodiester backbone, within the electron density were performed using Coot. Finally,
automated refinement of atomic positions and atomic displacement factors was performed
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using PHENIX. During refinement, structural adjustments were modeled using TLS mo-
tion determination [88]. The Ramachandran statistics (% most favored/allowed/generously
allowed/disallowed) for each of the new structures were: I-MsoI GCG (0.85/0.15/0.01/0);
I-MsoI -8G (0.85/0.14/0.01/0); I-MsoI -7C (0.87/0.13/0/0).
2.6 Results: Computational design of specificity
The use of engineered homing endonucleases to target gene sequences depends on the prac-
tical designability of available homing endonuclease scaffolds toward potential cleavage sites
in a gene of interest. To identify new specificities that were both computationally pre-
dictable and therapeutically relevant, we predicted changes in specificity for all single- and
double-base pair substitutions in the I-MsoI recognition site and then identified the most
designable sites in a gene sequence using a position weight matrix approach. This yielded a
ranked list of hypothetically designable cleavage sites, from which therapeutically relevant
changes in specificity could be chosen to examine the feasibility of computational design for
gene targeting applications.
The site sequence GaAGgcgGTCGTGAGcagGgcagG (lower-case letters differ from na-
tive), which occurs in the human gene for fumaryl acetoacetate hydrolase (FAH), was chosen
for further analysis due to its high rank. In a second round of computational design, we
divided the DNA substitutions that occur within this target into separate clusters of con-
tiguous changes, and then computationally searched for favorable interactions between each
cluster and new combinations of amino acids at the surrounding residue positions. This re-
sulted in favorable predictions for a specificity switch involving the three adjacent base pair
substitutions (-8G, -7C, -6G). The cluster of protein-DNA interactions in the region of these
base pairs consists of a mixture of direct and water-mediated contacts to the DNA bases by
six protein side chains (K28, I30, S43, N70, T83 and I85) in each identical subunit of the
homodimeric endonuclease (Figure 2.1a). At these six amino acid positions, mutations were
first optimized simultaneously to recognize the three bp cluster of altered base pairs (Table
2.1, gcg), and then were optimized separately for each single base pair substitution (–8g,
–7c, –6g). The designed complexes were ranked based on their predicted binding energies
and specificities, with particular emphasis placed on the latter criterion in order to identify
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Figure 2.1: Amino acid base interactions in wild-type and designed complexes. The in-
teractions between amino acid residues 28, 30, 43, 70, 83, 85 and DNA bases –8, –7, –6
are shown. Blue spheres are crystallographic water molecules. Dashed lines depict selected
hydrogen-bonding interactions. (a) Wild-type I-MsoI interactions observed in the original
crystal structure (pdb: 1M5X). (b) Predicted model of computationally designed interac-
tions between novel amino acids and DNA bases for the I-MsoI GCG design.
designs with maximal specificity for their intended targets. For example, in the case of
design versus the –8g and gcg target sites, models of redesigned enzymes that harbor a glu-
tamate at residue 30 were predicted to be more specific than those with glutamine. Designs
for the remaining two clusters of substitutions in the hypothetical FAH target site were also
tested, despite the lack of a predicted change in specificity. Experimental characterization
of these designed sequences showed little to no endonuclease activity on either wild-type or
designed DNA substrates. Thus, the specificity measure is a useful criterion by which to
predict the experimental outcome of computational designs.
2.7 Novel specific cleavage of multiple adjacent base pairs
Upon expression and purification, the designed proteins displayed stabilities and yields
comparable to that of the wild-type endonuclease. Table 2.2 shows the cleavage activities
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Table 2.1: I-MsoI DNA cleavage sites. Base pair substitutions are indicated by lower-
case, underlined letters. All cleavage sites were double-stranded duplexes and contained
complementary substitutions in the bottom strands (not shown).
of the enzymes on the DNA target sites shown in Table 2.1. The wild-type endonuclease
preferred its natural cleavage site over any of the altered sites, exhibiting 50% cleavage of
the wild-type site at an endonuclease concentration of 74 nM. It cleaved the –7c and –8g
sites at higher endonuclease concentrations (305 and 234 nM, respectively), but did not
cleave the –6g or gcg sites at any endonuclease concentration up to 20 µM . This agreed
qualitatively with the computed binding energies of the endonucleases for their target sites.
The endonuclease designed to cleave the gcg cluster of three consecutive altered base pairs
contained six amino acid mutations per domain in the homodimeric protein (Table 2.2,
Figure 2.1b). This design cleaved its novel target site at a concentration lower than that
at which the wild-type endonuclease cleaved the wild-type site (28.7 ± 2.2 versus 73.5 ±
8.4 nM, respectively, Figure 2.2), and did not significantly cleave the wild-type site at any
endonuclease concentration tested (up to 20 M). Thus computational design resulted in a
mutually-exclusive switch in specificity, with highly efficient cleavage of the significantly
altered recognition sequence.
2.8 High specificity of designed interactions
We characterized the effect of mutations at three designed residues in I-MsoI GCG in order
to investigate the determinants of its high degree of specificity (Table 2.3). In agreement
with qualitative predictions, the substitution of Glu30 with glutamine had little effect on
the concentration at which the designed endonuclease cleaved its target, but resulted in
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Table 2.2: I-MsoI protein sequences and cleavage activities. All amino acid mutations are
shown for each designed protein. Amino acids in common with the I-MsoI GCG design
are underlined. Dots indicate no mutation relative to wild-type. On the right are relative
cleavage efficiencies for selected combinations of endonuclease and DNA target site. EC50
indicates the concentration of the endonuclease at which half of the target site was cleaved
under the conditions described in Materials and Methods. Dashes indicate no data.
Figure 2.2: Complete switch of activity and specificity for three novel adjacent base pairs
by computational design of I-MsoI. The cleavage of either the wild-type site (blue) or the
designed gcg site (red) is plotted as a function of the endonuclease concentrations of wild-
type I-MsoI (a) and the I-MsoI GCG design (b). Data are densitometric measurements of
ethidium bromide-stained agarose-electrophoresed DNA cleavage products. The data were
fit to determine the endonuclease concentrations that correspond to half-maximal cleavage
(EC50, gray lines). In (b), the best fit to the wild-type data in (a) is shown in dashed lines
for comparison.
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Table 2.3: Cleavage of wild-type and gcg sites by point mutants of the I-MsoI GCG design.
This table is formatted as described for Table 2.2.
considerable cleavage of the wild-type site at high endonuclease concentrations. This can
be rationalized by considering that glutamate can only accept hydrogen bonds from the –
8G:C base pair in the model, while glutamine can both accept and donate hydrogen bonds.
However, the magnitude of this difference is underestimated by the computational prediction
of binding energies, indicating a need for training of the model to improve quantitative
accuracy.
The reversion (to wild-type threonine) of Arg83, which makes contact to the –6G nu-
cleotide in the design model, results in an increase in the concentration at which cleavage of
the gcg target site is observed, as well as cleavage of the wild-type site at particularly high
concentrations. This confirms that Arg83 contributes to specificity, but that the remaining
designed residues still contribute to specificity for the gcg target site in its absence. Rever-
sion (to wild-type serine) of Arg43, which makes contact with –8G in the design, was also
attempted, but this protein was not expressible in E. coli.
We further characterized the specificity of the I-MsoI GCG design by analyzing its ability
to cleave every DNA site that contained a single base pair substitution within the designed
three bp cluster (Table 2.4). As before, palindromic substitutions were introduced into both
sides of the target site. The design displayed the highest specificity at position ±6, and at
position ±8 only one other sequence (–8A/+8T) was cleaved at relevant concentrations
(EC50 = 206 nM). The specificity of the design was lowest at position ±7, a property
that was not reflected in the predictions. The designed Arg28 may interact with DNA more
promiscuously than expected, or the interface may be flexible in this region in a manner that
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Table 2.4: Cleavage specificity of the GCG design. Each indicated target site differs from
the gcg target site (Table 2.1) by corresponding single base pair changes on both sides
of the palindromic target site. Top-stranded substitutions are indicated; complementary
substitutions to the bottom strand are not shown. EC50 indicates the concentration of the
endonuclease at which half of the target site was cleaved under the conditions described
in Materials and Methods section. The modeled binding energy is the predicted change in
binding energy of the complex after repacking and minimizing the interface around each
corresponding base pair substitution.
is not considered in the computational model. Also, the efficient cleavage of the –7T/+7A
site suggests that the exclusion of a thymine at this position may require larger residues
than Tyr85 or Ile70. However, the behavior of the single base pair –7c design that contains
Trp85 exhibits suboptimal activity, possibly due to insufficient room in the interface for this
residue.
2.9 Design for individual base pair substitutions
In two out of three cases, the amino acid mutations that were predicted by computational
design to alter the specificity of I-MsoI for individual base pair substitutions differed from
those that were predicted by concerted design for the corresponding three base pair cluster.
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Each of these designs displayed a preference for its new target site (Table 2.2) over the wild-
type site. However, none of these proteins (which displayed 50% cleavage of their targets at
238 nM to 20 µM enzyme, respectively) were active at endonuclease concentrations as low
as those observed for either the wild-type endonuclease vs. its wild-type target (EC50 =
74 nM), or the I-MsoI GCG design vs. its gcg target site (28 nM). The I-MsoI –7C design
in particular showed a significant increase in the enzyme concentration at which cleavage
occurred, preventing precise estimation of EC50 values. Subsequent characterization of a
mutant of I-MsoI –7C with Trp85 to Tyr showed cleavage activity at slightly lower concen-
trations, but this was accompanied by lower specificity. Thus, while in one case (I-MsoI
–8G), the predicted mutations were completely complementary between the individual and
concerted designs, the assembly of these individual designs to constitute a three bp change
in specificity would be complicated by conflicting mutations at overlapping positions, as
well as the poor outcome of the single-base pair I-MsoI –7C design.
2.10 Crystallographic analysis and validation
Crystal structures were determined for the I-MsoI GCG, I-MsoI –8G and I-MsoI –7C designs
in complex with their designed recognition sequences. The structure of the designed I-MsoI
–6G complex was described previously (6). These structures show that the conformations
and contacts adopted by most of the redesigned residues agree between the single- and
triple-base pair redesigns, and were predicted accurately in the designed models (Figure
2.3). The triple-base pair I-MsoI GCG design and the I-MsoI –8G design both contain the
designed residues Glu30, Arg43 and Tyr85. In both structures, Glu30 and Arg43 make
direct contacts to nucleotides +8C and –8G, respectively (Figure 2.3a), while Tyr85 adopts
the predicted position above –7C (Figure 2.3a and b). The designed Arg28 residue, which
is common between the triple-base pair design and I-MsoI –7C, makes direct contact to the
+7G nucleotide in both structures as predicted (Figure 2.3b). The designed Arg83 residue,
which occurs in the triple-base pair design and in I-MsoI –6G, makes direct contact to the
–6G nucleotide in both structures, also as predicted (Figure 2.3c).
Whereas the crystal structures show that most designed interactions were correctly pre-
dicted, unprecedented shifts in the designed region of the interface occurred. In the structure
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of designed and crystallographically observed interactions. (a-c)
the crystal structure of the triple-base pair I-MsoI GCG design (cyan) is aligned with the
designed model (green) and with the crystal structures and designed models of each single-
base pair design: (a) I-MsoI –8G (X-ray: yellow, model: orange), (b) I-MsoI –7C (X-ray:
white, model: pink), (c) I-MsoI –6G (X-ray: purple, model: beige). (d) A conformational
shift in the DNA backbone is observed near Trp85 in the I-MsoI –7C crystal structure
(colored by increasing B-factor from light blue to red), compared to the designed model
(dark blue).
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of the I-MsoI GCG complex, local rearrangement of the designed region resulted in a sig-
nificant (1.4 A˚) shift of the –8G:C base pair, which moved away from the protein (Figure
2.3a, cyan). This is accompanied by the extension of Glu30 and Arg43 to remain in specific
contact with nucleotide -8G. In contrast, these shifts were not observed in the structure
of the single-base pair I-MsoI –8G design (Figure 2.3a, yellow). In the crystal structure of
the I-MsoI –7C design in complex, Trp85 juts outward toward the DNA backbone, rather
than into the core of the interface as designed (Figure 2.3d). As a result, the neighboring
DNA backbone shifted 2.4 A˚away from the original wild-type position. This may explain
the lower activity of this design.
2.11 Iterating between design and crystallography enables further switch in
specificity
An important challenge in endonuclease engineering is to achieve specificity for genomic
target sites which may differ by many base pairs from the original endonuclease target site.
To investigate the utility of an iterative approach to structure-based computational design,
we began with the crystal structure of the redesigned I-MsoI GCG endonuclease in com-
plex with its cognate DNA site gcg. Mutations were designed to alter the specificity for
the adjacent base pair (wild-type: –9G:C) to allow cleavage of –9T:A (Table 2.1, tgcg).
The I-MsoI TGCG design contained eight predicted mutations (K28R, I30E, R32K, Q41Y,
S43R, N70I, T83R, I85Y; additional mutations relative to the I-MsoI GCG design are un-
derlined). An additional requirement for most hypothetical gene targets is that specificity
be alterable in an asymmetric fashion with regard to the two halves of the site. Therefore,
these mutations were incorporated into the N-terminal domain of a monomerized construct
of I-MsoI, referred to as mMsoI, which was previously created by engineering a peptide
linker between the two domains of the wild-type homodimer (27). This resulted in the
novel specific cleavage of a DNA target site containing four consecutive, asymmetric base
pairs that could not be cleaved efficiently or selectively by the corresponding monomeric
mMsoI GCG endonuclease (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Designed specific cleavage activity for an asymmetric four-base pair cluster. In
vitro cleavage of wild-type (blue) and asymmetric tgcg (red) DNA sites by monomerized
I-MsoI (mMsoI) endonuclease designs. (a) wild-type mMsoI endonuclease, (b) N-terminal
mMsoI GCG design, (c) N-terminal mMsoI TGCG design. Dashed lines in (b and c)
represent the mMsoI trace from (a). Data are densitometric measurements of ethidium
bromide-stained agarose-electrophoresed DNA cleavage products.
2.12 Large changes in specificity by computational protein design
The ability to rationally design proteinDNA recognition is a critical test of our understand-
ing, and could have considerable technological and medicinal value. Our results demonstrate
the feasibility of using computational protein design to reprogram the target site specificity
of homing endonucleases at multiple adjacent base pairs. The designed cleavage of a novel
three- and four-base pair clusters represents a significant advance in computational design
techniques, and could soon parallel the capabilities of the latest selection techniques for al-
tering homing endonuclease specificity, which are combinatorially limited to simultaneously
altering between three and six amino acids in a single library [28, 108, 6, 16].
2.13 Concerted design of context dependent interactions
The relationship between the triple-base pair design I-MsoI GCG and each of the single
base pair designs provides insights into the specificities of homing endonucleases and how
they can be reprogrammed. While it is feasible to computationally design single-base pair
changes in specificity [8, 121], the I-MsoI GCG design shows that the simultaneous design
of interactions between the protein and multiple adjacent base pair substitutions can be
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advantageous for introducing larger changes in specificity. This is because the physics-
based modeling approach employed here is capable of capturing the context dependence of
designed interactions, and optimizing the amino acid choices at positions that can interact
with multiple adjacent base pairs. Thus, solutions found by concerted design for the three
bp cluster differed from those yielded by design for individual base pair substitutions. For
example, in the I-MsoI GCG design, the –7C:G base pair is contacted by Arg43 and Tyr85
rather than Glu43 and Trp85 as in the case of the single-base pair change. A synergistic
benefit of designing for concerted changes in specificity is evident in that the I-MsoI GCG
design cleaves its target site more efficiently than any of the designs for the single base pair
substitutions, including I-MsoI –8G, which consists entirely of amino acid mutations that
are also present in the triple-base pair design.
2.14 DNA flexibility in the homing endonuclease interface
Crystallographic analyses demonstrate that novel specific interactions between protein and
DNA can be successfully predicted using computational structure-based engineering. How-
ever, structural shifts in the interface, particularly of the bound DNA, can occur as a
consequence of changes to protein and DNA sequence. Furthermore, these changes neither
additive nor readily predictable using current modeling techniques. This reflects an inher-
ent structural flexibility of the I-MsoI homing endonuclease interface that was not observed
in previous studies of either I-MsoI [8, 19] or its close relative I-CreI [96]. That I-MsoI
differentially cleaves DNA sequences with different intramolecular conformations also raises
the possibility that indirect readout of sequence-dependent DNA structure [121, 81] may
be important throughout the homing endonuclease recognition site. This highlights the
importance of accurately modeling significant shifts in DNA conformation for future efforts
to predict and design the properties of protein-DNA interactions. Finally, the use of this
new crystal structure to design high activity and specificity for additional changes in speci-
ficity illustrates the power of combining computational design and X-ray crystallography to
generate novel cleavage specificities for genome engineering applications.
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Chapter 3
ACTIVITY, SPECIFICITY AND STRUCTURE OF I-BTH0305I: A
REPRESENTATIVE OF A NEW HOMING ENDONUCLEASE
FAMILY
The chapter was originally published in Nucleic Acids Research by authors GK Taylor,
DF Heiter, S Pietrokovski, and BL Stoddard [120].
Homing endonuclease are proteins that drive the dominant, non-Mendelian inheritance
of their own reading frames by catalyzing a double strand break (DSB) at specific DNA
target sites in a recipient genome [113]. The DSB is repaired via homologous recombination,
using an allele of the target gene that contains the homing endonuclease gene (HEG) as a
repair template; this copies the HEG into the site of DNA cleavage. Homing endonuclease
genes are often embedded within self-splicing introns or inteins. The inclusion of a self-
splicing genetic element as part of the mobile DNA allows invasion of highly conserved
regions in crucial host genes without disrupting their essential functions. The coevolution
of a homing endonuclease, its surrounding intron or intein, and the host gene results in an
intricate network of genetic and physical interactions that affect the expression, specificity
and invasiveness of the mobile element [111].
To succeed as mobile genetic elements, homing endonucleases must balance competing
requirements for high DNA cleavage specificity (to avoid host toxicity) versus the need
for reduced fidelity at various base pairs in their target site (to facilitate genetic mobility
in the face of sequence drift within potential DNA target sites). Homing endonucleases
and associated mobile introns and inteins that have successfully achieved this balance are
encoded in genomes in bacteria, organelles of fungi and algae, single cell protists, and in
the bacteriophage and viruses that accompany and infect those organisms.
There are five well-characterized families of homing endonucleases, which are each clas-
sified according to their unique protein folds and distinct catalytic active sites and DNA
cleavage mechanisms [113]. Members of the ’LADLIDADG’ family, so named on the ba-
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sis of their most conserved protein motif, are found in eukaryotic organellar and archaeal
genomes, and are the most specific of the known homing endonucleases [18]. They exist
both as homodimers that are limited to recognition of palindromic and near-palindromic
target sites, and as pseudosymmetric monomers (where two structurally similar domains
are tethered together on a single protein chain) that can target completely asymmetric
targets. Members of the ’His-Cys box’ and the ’PD-(D/E)-xK’ families (found in protists
and in cyanobacteria, respectively) also form multimeric protein complexes that recognize
symmetric target sequences [37, 132]. In contrast, members of the HNH and GIY-YIG
families (usually found in bacteriophage) display multi-domain structures (corresponding
to separate DNA-binding and catalytic regions) and adopt highly elongated conformations
when bound to DNA [103, 128, 127]. As a result, those proteins usually recognize long
non-palindromic sequences with significantly reduced fidelity [32, 71].
Recently, a novel type of fractured gene structure, containing separately encoded halves
of self-splicing inteins that interrupt individual host genes in the same locus, was discovered
during an analysis of environmental metagenomic sequence data collected by the Global
Ocean Sampling (GOS) project [25]. These split intein sequences are found in a diverse
set of host genes that are primarily involved in DNA synthesis and repair. The inteins
are themselves often interrupted either by open reading frames (ORFs) that encode mem-
bers of the GIY-YIG homing endonuclease family, or by novel ORFs that do not exhibit
significant sequence similarity to previously characterized homing endonuclease families.
Homologues of those uncharacterized ORFS were also be found associated with introns or
as free-standing genes. In total, fifteen members of the newly discovered gene family were
described, including two within previously annotated recA genes in the NCBI sequence
database.
The C-terminal region of this newly identified protein family displays limited sequence
homology (typically corresponding to e-values from a BLASTP [4] < 10−3) to the catalytic
domain of the Very Short patch Repair (’Vsr’) endonucleases (enzymes that generate a
5’ nick at T:G mismatches in newly replicated DNA and thus stimulate DNA nucleotide
excision repair) [46, 123]. Several catalytic residues from Vsr endonucleases are conserved
across all members of the new gene family, and form the composite sequence motif EDxHD.
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These residues include an essential aspartate that coordinates a catalytic magnesium ion,
a histidine believed to act as a general base, and a neighboring aspartate residue. Based
on the presence of a recognizable endonuclease catalytic domain within these intron- and
intein-associated microbial ORFs and the conservation of catalytic residues within that
domain, this gene family was therefore hypothesized to encode a novel lineage of homing
endonucleases.
These ORFs also display sequence signatures in their N-terminal regions that are similar
to those found in several nuclease associated modular DNA-binding motifs (’NUMODs’)
[106]. NUMODs are frequently found in other homing endonucleases from bacteriophage,
such as the GIY-YIG endonuclease I-TevI [127] and the HNH endonuclease I-HmuI [103].
In those cases, the NUMODs are found at the C-terminal end of those proteins (a reversed
domain organization compared to the metagenomic ORFs described above). The extended
conformation that NUMOD regions adopt upon DNA binding dictates that they make
relatively sparse contacts across their long target sites.
A representative member of this novel homing endonuclease family, which we have named
I-Bth0305I, was identified in the NCBI sequence database during the same genomic analysis
[25]. This ORF is located within a group I intron that interrupts the RecA gene of Bacil-
lus thuringiensis 0305ϕ8-36 bacteriophage. Experiments described in this chapter describe
the binding site, cleavage pattern and specificity of I-Bth0305I, and the crystal structure
of its catalytic domain. These experiments demonstrate that I-Bth0305I is a site-specific
endonuclease that forms a homodimer and contacts a region of DNA up to 60 base pairs in
length. Unlike many bacteriophage homing endonucleases (which tether relatively nonspe-
cific catalytic nuclease domains to sequence-specific DNA binding domains, and therefore
display significant specificity for DNA base pairs that are located some distance from the
site of cleavage), I-Bth0305I displays its greatest specificity across the central residues of its
recognition site (spanning the positions of DNA cleavage and intron insertion), and little
additional sequence specificity at positions more distant from the cleavage site. The crystal
structure of the I-Bth0305I catalytic domain confirms that members of this putative homing
endonuclease family share a common ancestor with the Vsr mismatch repair endonuclease,
and supports a similar mechanism for DNA strand cleavage.
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3.1 Materials and Methods: Computational Sequence Analysis
Sequences of Vsr-like putative homing endonucleases (Supplemental Information) were iden-
tified in the NCBI sequence databases and JCVI data using BLAST sequence searches and
BLIMPS motif searches as previously described [25]. Multiple sequence alignments were
constructed with MEME [10], MACAW [101], DIALIGN-TX [115], and GLAM-2 [39] pro-
grams.
RecA gene regions corresponding to the I-Bth0305I cleavage and intron insertion site
were identified by searching complete genomes of bacteria from the NCBI with Blocks
database block IPB001553D using the BLIMPS program. The identified regions and 0305ϕ8-
36 phage intron-inserted region were aligned using the SeAl program (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/
software/seal/) to form a 1368 sequences multiple alignment. Sequence logo of this region
and of its translated protein product were constructed as previously described [55], using a
total of 4 characters and equal expected base frequencies for the DNA sequence logo.
I-Bth0305I NUMOD conserved motifs were identified by analyzing I-Bth0305I and se-
quences similar to its N-terminal non-catalytic region. One such motif, typically appearing
twice in each sequence, was identified. This motif was found to be significantly similar to the
“NUMOD 2” motif [106] and to various DNA binding HTH motifs from the Blocks release
14.3 database (21) (including IPB000792 (LuxR bacterial regulatory proteins), IPB000831
(Trp repressors), IPB002197B (FIS bacterial regulatory proteins)) using the LAMA pro-
gram [90]. The specified blocks were used to predict the position of the HTH DNA binding
region within the NUMOD 2 motifs of I-Bth0305I.
3.2 I-Bth0305I cloning
Synthetic genes encoding I-Bth0305I and several additional homologues that were identified
in an earlier metagenomic analysis [25] were ordered from Genscript (New Jersey, USA)
with codons optimized for protein expression in E. coli (Supplemental Figure S1). These
reading frames were ligated into an in-house pET15-HE vector (Supplemental Figure S2)
for initial protein trials. Subsequently, the reading frame encoding I-Bth0305I was sub-
cloned into a pGEX-6p-3 expression vector, for production of the protein as a fusion with
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glutathione-S-transferase (GST). Inactivated constructs of the full-length protein were gen-
erated by mutating either the putative general-base (H213A) or a putative metal-binding
residue (D222A). A construct corresponding to the isolated predicted catalytic domain was
generated by sub-cloning amino acids 167 through 266; two point mutations corresponding
to D196A and H213A were introduced to allow over-expression by inactivating the con-
struct. To facilitate crystallographic phasing, an additional point mutation (L180M, that
could be expressed as a selenomethionyl residue) was introduced at a position predicted to
be a surface residue on the opposite side of the protein from the bound DNA.
3.3 Protein Over-expression and Purification
For initial overexpression trials of I-Bth0305I and its homologues, the pET-15HE expression
vectors containing the endonuclease reading frames were transformed into BL21(DE3)RIL
cells using a standard heat shock transformation protocol: add 5 ng plasmid to 50 µL
competent cells, incubate on ice for 2 minutes, heat shock for 30 s at 42◦C, incubate on
ice for 2 minutes, add 200 µL SOC media, shake at 220 rpm at 37◦C for 20 minutes, then
plate on LB agar plates with 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin. Single colonies were picked and grown
in LB media with 0.1 mg/mL ampicillin. Starter cultures of 3 mL were grown overnight
to saturation and then transferred to 1 liter of LB media which was incubated at 37◦C at
220 rpm until cells reached mid log phase (OD 0.5-1.1). Cultures were then placed on ice
for 20-60 min before adding IPTG to 1 mM. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and
examined by SDS-PAGE electrophoretic analyses (Supplemental Figure S3).
Purification of I-Bth0305I to homogeneity was then carried out using protein expressed as
a GST fusion protein from pGEX-6p3 bacterial expression vector. GST tagged I-Bth0305I
was over-expressed at 16◦C while shaking at 220 rpm for 16-20 hours. The cell pellet
was resuspended in 45 mL of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 250 mM NaCl) before being
sonicated on ice for 3 x 30 seconds (with 1 minute cooling periods) in a 50 mL polypropylene
tube using a high power setting with a microtip. The resulting cell lysate was centrifuged
to pellet insoluble material. The supernatant was then incubated with 2 mL of washed
Sepharose-glutathione 4B beads (GE life sciences) using a gentle rocking motion at room
temperature for 30 min. Beads were collected using a gravity flow columns and washed
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with 40 mL of high salt wash buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 2M NaCl). Beads were washed
again with lysis buffer. Finally 2 mL of lysis buffer was added to the beads, along with
80 units of PreScission protease. The mixture was incubated for 16 hours with a gentle
rocking motion at 16◦C. Resulting protein was eluted directly from the beads and purified
further via heparin affinity chromatography. 2 mL of protein at a concentration roughly
2 mg / mL was run over a heparin column in lysis buffer. Following binding, a 40 mL
gradient was applied where the NaCl concentration was increased from 250 mM to 2 M
NaCl. Pure I-Bth0305I eluted at approximately 1M NaCl and was found to be over 95%
pure as estimated by electrophoretic analysis.
3.4 Specificity Determination
Purified I-Bth0305 was used to digest several phage DNA samples to assess the extent of ac-
tivity. Phage lambda DNA was chosen as a substrate for further testing. Aliquots containing
thirty micrograms of phage lambda DNA was digested for one hour at 37 ◦C with a series of
2-fold dilutions of I-Bth0305I ranging in concentration from 20 ng per microliter (0.65 µM)
to 9.8 pg per microliter (0.6 nM) as shown and further illustrated in Supplemental Figure
S4. The DNA was extracted with phenol and chloroform, precipitated, and resuspended in
10mM Tris 1mM EDTA, and then diluted in water to 10 nanograms per microliter for use
as template for sequencing reactions. Sequencing reactions were carried on the respective
DNA samples using 19-base oligonucleotide primers (IDT, Inc.) that were complementary
to staggered positions along each DNA strand. Sequencing reactions were performed on
an ABI 3730xl capillary sequencer. Output sequence traces were assembled and aligned to
the reference lambda genome (Genbank file: NC 001416). Assembled sequence traces were
examined by eye for signals indicative of strand-cleavage comprising a significant drop in
average peak trace height following a spurious additional A peak (in the case of forward
sequencing reactions) or a spurious additional T peak (in the case of transposed reverse
sequencing reactions).
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3.5 Cleavage Experiments
Noncompetive cleavage digests (corresponding to experiments depicted in Figures 3.2a and
3.4) were performed using equimolar concentrations (500 nM) of enzyme and linear DNA
duplex substrates . The DNA substrates were generated via PCR from plasmid templates.
Run-off sequencing using Taq polymerase on the digested product generated from the recA
gene sequence from 0305ϕ8-36 bacteriophage identified the site of cleavage in that target
site (Figure 3.2d; Supplemental Figure S5).
In competitive cleavage digest experiments (corresponding to Figures 3.2b, 3.5 and 3.6),
up to four different substrates, each at 3.5 nM concentration, were simultaneously digested
with 70 nM of I-Bth0305I for 30 min at 37◦C. The substrates were of length 2200 bp, 1900
bp, 1600 bp, or 1300 bp and each contained a putative target site exactly at the center
of the DNA construct. All digest were assayed using 1.2% agarose gel electrophoresis and
relative substrate and product concentrations were quantitated using the ImageJ program.
All digests were performed in 50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 50 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl2.
3.6 DNAse I Footprinting
A 120 base pair polymerase chain reaction product corresponding to the uninterrupted
RecA gene sequence from bacteriophage Bt03058-36, with the endonuclease cleavage site
positioned at its center, was generated using either of two radio-labeled PCR primers. 0.1
pmol of this radiolabeled PCR product was incubated with 20 micromolar I-Bth0305I in
binding buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 60 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol,
2mg/mL Bovine serum albumin) for 5 min at room temperature. Following binding, 10
µL of DNAseI (Roche pharmaceuticals) was added and allowed to react for 5 min at room
temperature. After this incubation, reactions were quenched with 160 µL of stop solution
(20 mM EDTA, 2 mg/mL salmon sperm DNA). Phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation
separated the digested PCR product from I-Bth0305I and BSA in the reaction. Resulting
samples were loaded on a 6% polyacrylamide DNA sequencing gel at 1700V for 1 h 50 m.
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3.7 Binding assays via isothermal titration calorimetry
Aliquots of a DNA duplex corresponding to a 67 base pair region of the 0305ϕ bacteriophage
RecA gene sequence, centered around the endonuclease cleavage site were injected into I-
Bth0305I (300 µL, 20 µM) (Supplemental Figure S6). Prior to analysis, both samples were
dialyzed into identical buffers corresponding to 20 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 50 mM NaCl, 10
mM CaCl2. The reference cell temperature was kept constant at 30◦C with a stirring speed
of 1000 rpm. In total, there were 16 injections, with the first injection being half the volume
and duration as the remaining injections (2.5 microliters over 5.0 s, 180 seconds between
each injection). The binding analyses were performed in triplicate.
3.8 Protein Crystallography
A complex corresponding to a catalytically inactivated nuclease domain (residues 167 to
266, containing active site point mutations D196A and H213A) was over-expressed and
purified in a manner similar to full-length I-Bth0305I, except that the heparin purification
step was omitted. Crystals of this construct were grown via the hanging drop method
against a reservoir containing 100 mM LiSO4, 100 mM Tris pH 7.4-8.4, PEG 4000 27-30
w/v % in 3-4 days. Crystals of native protein and of selenomethionyl-derivatizd protein grew
under similar conditions, and both were transferred into a cryoprotectant solution (100 mM
LiSO4,100 mM Tris pH 8.5, 30% PEG 4000, 20% sucrose) and then flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen. Data collection was performed at Beamline 5.0.2 at the Advanced Light Source
(ALS) synchrotron facility at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley, California).
Data integration and scaling was performed using program HKL2000 and all subsequent
analysis was performed using the PHENIX crystallography suite. A single selenomethionine
data set was used to solve phases, generate an electron density map, and build a molecular
model of the nuclease domain. This model was then used to solve phases for the native
data set via molecular replacement, and the final structure was built and refined to 2.2
angstrom resolution. The native data set was used for final refinement, even though it was
slightly lower resolution (2.2 versus 2.15 ) because the merging statistics for that dataset
were otherwise superior to the Se-Met data (Table 1).
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3.9 Results: Cloning and protein production
Genes encoding several individual representatives of the Vsr-like endonuclease gene family
identified in the metagenomic analyses [25], as well as the protein we have named I-Bth0305I,
were each synthesized as codon-optimized reading frames for bacterial expression in E. coli
and then subcloned into a modified pET (Novagen, Inc) vector that incorporates an N-
terminal, 6-histidine affinity purification tag that can be removed by proteolytic digests
with thrombin (Supplemental Figure S1 and S2). The resulting constructs displayed a wide
range of behaviors during bacterial overexpression and purification (Supplemental Figure
S3). Of the seven protein constructs tested, four were observed to form insoluble inclusion
bodies regardless of induction conditions. Out of the remaining ORFs, the construct corre-
sponding to I-Bth0305I significantly reduced the growth rate of the bacterial culture after
IPTG induction and was observed in the soluble fraction of lysed cells. This construct was
subsequently recloned into a GST-fusion expression vector (pGEX-6P-3) in the hopes that
the larger affinity partner might reduce DNA binding or cleavage activity during expression,
allowing improved growth and recovery of expressed protein. The resulting fusion protein
was soluble, easily recovered from clarified cell lysate, and could be subsequently purified
using affinity chromatography and liberated from its GST fusion partner via a proteolytic
digestion as described in ’Methods’. The yield of this protein was approximately 1.5 mil-
ligrams per liter of culture, and the resulting protein could be concentrated to at least 9
mg/mL in a storage buffer corresponding to 250 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 7.0, 5% (v/v)
glycerol.
The I-Bth0305I reading frame encodes a protein that is 266 amino acids in length,
corresponding to a predicted molecular weight of 30912 Da. The surrounding group I intron
within the bacteriophage 0305ϕ8-36 RecA gene is 801 nucleotides in length; the start codon
for the putative endonuclease reading frame is found 88 nucleotides from the start of the
intron. The protein ORF interrupts the P5 element in the canonical representation of the
group I intron’s secondary and tertiary structure [2]. As described in the original analysis of
this protein family, I-Bth0305I displays an N-terminal region with two copies of sequences
corresponding to NUMOD 2 DNA-binding motifs [106], and a C-terminal region that shares
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Figure 3.1: Features of the I-Bth0305I protein sequence. The catalytic domain of the protein
is indicated in blue font with putative active site residues in red. The underlined region
corresponds to the sequence logo in the lower blue frame, where the predicted active sites
are marked by red bullets. Two repeats of ’NUMOD’ sequence motifs in the putative DNA
binding domain are shown in pink underlined font, with their motif logo shown above in the
upper pink frame. Logo positions are numbered according to I-Bth0305I. Gaps (-) mark
deletions in I-Bth0305I relative to other protein family members, and I-Bth0305I residue
Trp149 is an insert relative to the family members and thus not shown in the logo. Beneath
the logos of the repeated NUMOD motif is its predicted structure (cylinders for alpha helices
and arcs for loops and turns). The hatched region denotes a predicted DNA-binding helix
turn helix (HTH) motif.
homology with the catalytic domain of the Vsr DNA mismatch repair endonuclease [123].
Further analysis, using homologues of the I-Bth0305I N-terminal region, indicated that the
two NUMOD regions might span a putative helix-turn-helix (HTH) sequence-specific DNA
binding region motif. Using the conserved sequence regions of the Vsr-like endonuclease
proteins [25] we identified additional members of this family including bacteriophage Hef
type homing endonucleases [97] and a bacterial protein from Corynebacterium glutamicum
ATCC 13032 (Supplemental Data). These sequences allowed us to extend and refine the
conserved sequence regions of the Vsr-like endonuclease family, including the identification
of a fifth putative active site residue (Figure 3.1).
These sequence relationships were exploited at several points in this study to generate
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truncated expression constructs corresponding to isolated structural regions of the protein,
and to design catalytically inactivating point mutations in the catalytic domain. These
constructs were subcloned into the same bacterial expression vector described above, and
purified as described in Materials and Methods. The overall yield of isolated N- and C-
terminal regions of I-Bth0305I were approximately 1 and 3 mg per liter, respectively.
3.10 Target site identification
We next tested the ability of full length, wild-type I-Bth0305I to cleave a DNA substrate
corresponding to the intron-minus allele of the RecA gene, and compared that cleavage
activity with substrates containing DNA sequences that correspond to an ’intron-plus’ recA
allele. This experimental design was based on the known genetic propagation mechanism of
most homing endonucleases, that cleave a target site within an intron- or intein-minus allele
of their host gene, but usually do not cleave the same allele when it contains the inserted
intervening sequence [11]. In our experiments, efficient cleavage of the DNA substrate
corresponding to the uninterrupted RecA gene was observed (Figure 3.2a). Substrates
containing the intron-exon junction sequences of the bacteriophage recA gene were not
cleaved by the enzyme under any conditions (Figure 3.2b), indicating that the enzyme only
cleaves the uninterrupted recA allele prior to intron insertion.
In order to further define the actual target site and cleavage pattern exhibited by the
endonuclease, as well as to establish the overall specificity of the enzyme, two separate
experiments were conducted. In the first, lambda phage DNA (a 48.5 kilobase double
stranded DNA construct of known sequence) was used as a substrate in a series of digests
with variable concentrations of purified endonuclease. All resulting product fragments were
identified and sequenced using a comprehensive set of oligonucleotide primers that cover
the entire length of both DNA strands. An alignment of the nicked and cleaved DNA
sequences produced in this experiment identified the target site preference for the enzyme.
In the second experiment, a 500 base pair substrate corresponding to the recA sequence
from the 0305ϕ bacteriophage was digested to completion, and both product strands were
subjected to run-off sequencing using TaqI polymerase. When analyzed together, these two
experiments produced an unambiguous assignment of the enzyme’s target site preference
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Figure 3.2: Determination of the I-Bth0305I DNA target site a: I-Bth0305I cleaves a DNA
target site containing the sequence of the RecA host gene spanning the intron insertion
site. b: In competition digests, three substrates (one corresponding to the uninterrupted
allele of the bacteriophage RecA gene; “intron-minus” and two substrates corresponding to
the intron-containing allele of the same RecA gene; “intron-plus”) were simultaneously di-
gested with 70 nM I-Bth0305I. Only the intron-minus allele of the RecA sequence is cleaved.
c: Sequencing of the most strongly nicked and cleaved products resulting from a digest of
lambda phage DNA with I-Bth0305I results in a specificity profile (i.e. a ’logo’ plot) indicat-
ing that the strongest features of substrate specificity correspond to the pseudopalindromic
consensus sequence 5’-TTxG-x6-CxAA-3’, which is cleaved on each strand to give 2 base, 5’
overhangs centered in the middle of the symmetric DNA target. For the logo shown in this
figure, only those sites in the lambda genome displaying 90% or higher cleavage of at least
one strand were included in the creation of the consensus sequence. Reducing the cleavage
threshhold for inclusion of more sequences in the determination of the enzyme’s specificity
profile quantitatively affects the absolute values for information content at individual posi-
tions, but does not alter the consensus sequence identity. d: Sequence of the recA target
region of the I-Bth0305I endonuclease that is cleaved by I-Bth0305I. The results of run-off
sequencing of cleaved top and bottom strands is consistent with generation of 2 base, 5’
cohesive overhangs observed in the prior experiment with lambda genomic DNA. The target
site is numbered to illustrate the two pseudosymmetric half-sites in the recA gene target
that flank the middle of the cleavage site. Following convention for homing endonuclease
target site numbering, the left half site is accorded with negative position numbering, and
the right half-site is accorded with positive position numbering. Black bullets below the
base pair positions in the target site indicate positions that are palindromically conserved
between the left and right half-sites.
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and cleavage activity.
Digestion of lambda DNA generated a list of target sites that were hydrolyzed by the
endonuclease (Supplemental Figure S4). Alignment of these genomic sequences resulted in
a target site consensus corresponding to 5’-T-T-x-G-x6-C-x-A-A-3’ (Figure 3.2c). This 14
basepair target site displays pseudopalindromic symmetry, with the ’TTxG’ sequence in the
left half-site complementary to the ’CxAA’ sequence in the right half-site. The majority of
the target sites in these assays were nicked on either the top or bottom strand (at positions
that considered together would correspond to a 2 base, 5’ overhang). One site that displayed
a sequence that was particularly close to the consensus described above (differing at only
one basepair out of six) was cleaved on both strands and thereby produced the actual 2
base, 5’ overhang and cleavage pattern.
Direct run-off sequencing of the product strands produced from digests with the ac-
tual RecA coding sequence as a substrate resulted in identification of a target site (5’-
TTcGgtgatcCaAA-3’) and cleavage pattern that agree precisely with the results described
above. (Figure 3.2d and Supplemental Figure S5). Therefore, it appears that the enzyme
cleaves a partially symmetric DNA target site located immediately upstream of the intron
insertion site in the recA target and requires conservation of most of the ’TTxG’ consensus
target sequence in both DNA half-sites in order to generate a double strand break. When
limiting our analysis of the lambda DNA cleavage products to only those targets that were
most efficiently nicked or cleaved (at least 90% digestion of either strand), the resulting
information content and logo plot across the central six basepairs was observed to agree
more closely with the recA target site sequence.
After establishing the cleavage site in the RecA host gene, we next determined the DNAse
I footprint of the enzyme bound to its DNA target (Figure 3.3). A catalytically inactive
variant of I-Bth0305I (D222N, containing a mutation of a putative catalytic asparate residue
that was observed to prevent cleavage activity) was incubated with 120 base pair probe that
corresponded to the RecA coding sequence. The region of the complementary strand that
was protected by the bound enzyme from DNAse I digestion was determined in a separate
experiment. In both cases, a region of approximately 60 nucleotides, corresponding to 30
base pairs that extend from each side of the center of the cleavage site, were protected from
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DNAse I cleavage. Subsequently, the binding of I-Bth0305I to a synthetic DNA duplex cor-
responding to this target site sequence was evaluated using multiple independent isothermal
titration calorimetry experiments and determined to correspond to an exothermic binding
reaction with a dissociation constant (KD) of 24 nM +/- 6 nM (Supplemental Figure S6).
3.11 Cleavage specificity
Having determined the extent of DNA backbone protection corresponding to the bound
endonuclease footprint and the affinity of the binding interaction, we then further assessed
the sequence specificity displayed by the endonuclease in a series of digests using variants
of the wild-type DNA substrate (Figure 3.4). These experiments indicated that the enzyme
exhibits the highest specificity across the central 14 base pairs of its target site. A series of
substrates that contained either three consecutive transverted base pairs (e.g., 5’-ATC-3’ to
5’-TAG-3’) or that contained a series of AA insertions were used as substrates in parallel
assays. In these experiments, cleavage activity was reduced most significantly when the
DNA sequence that immediately spans the central site of catalysis was mutated. Similar
perturbations introduced on either side of this central target site region were well tolerated
by the enzyme.
Alteration of the DNA sequence at the more distant 5’ and 3’ ends of the I-Bth0305I
contact region (i.e. at each end of the target site previously established by DNAse I foot-
printing) had a much less significant effect on DNA cleavage (Figure 3.5). In these exper-
iments, a series of long DNA duplex substrates (each of which were 1 to 2 kB in length)
that contained targets with gradually decreasing regions of the RecA target sequence were
assayed in parallel, competitive cleavage digest experiments. Reduction of the length of the
RecA gene sequence within these long substrates from a 64 base pair region (correspond-
ing to the extreme limits of the protected region observed in DNAse I footprinting assays)
to 54 base pairs resulted caused little or no loss of cleavage activity. In contrast, a slight
reduction in activity was observed when a 33 base pair RecA target sequence was present,
and a more significant reduction in activity was observed when the RecA target is sequence
was reduced to only 23 base pairs. In no case, however, was the loss of cleavage activity
in these experiments as pronounced as when as few as three base pairs in the center of the
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Figure 3.3: I-Bth0305I target site DNAse I footprint. Forward and reverse PCR primers
were labeled with 32P and used to generate PCR products labeled at either end. In lanes 6-8
and 17-18, reverse and forward labeled PCR products were digested with DNAse-I. In lanes
9-11 and 19-21, labeled PCR products were incubated with 20 micromolar I-Bth0305I and
digested with DNAse I. Through a comparison of the I-Bth0305I protected and unprotected
DNAse I ladders, a 60 base region with the site of catalysis at its center is protected from
DNAse I degradation by specific binding of I-Bth0305I. Lanes 1-4 and 12-15 are sequence
ladders and lanes 5 and 16 are undigested PCR product.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of multiple base pair substitutions on DNA cleavage. a: Enzymatic
cleavage was assayed in complementary experiments where digests were performed using a
DNA substrates containing the target site that were disrupted by either insertion of two
base pairs at several positions, or by systematic transversion of three consecutive base pairs
. For insertion disruptions, two adenosines were inserted at one of the positions indicated by
the red arrows, thus generating substrates ’a’ to ’g’. In transversion disruptions, several sets
of three consecutive nucleotides, each marked by a bracket, were inversed, thus generating
substrates ’A’ to ’K’. b: Cleavage products produced by digestion of substrates a - g.
Product generation is significantly impaired for substrates b, c and d, corresponding to
insertions of additional basepairs after positions -5, 0 and +2 in the RecA target site.
c: Cleavage products produced by digestion of substrates A - K. Product generation is
significantly impaired for substrates F, G, H and I, corresponding to transversion of three
consecutive basepairs in a region extending from position -5 to +6.
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target site were mutated.
Having established by a variety of methods that sequence specificity of DNA cleavage is
highest across the central base pairs of its target site, we next generated a matrix of point
mutations of the RecA target site (corresponding to each of the three possible single base pair
substitutions at each of the central positions) and tested each for their relative ’cleavability’
using in vitro digests (Figure 3.6). Although the previous experiments described above
demonstrated that simultaneous mutation of as few as three consecutive base pairs was
sufficient to significantly impair cleavage, mutation of individual base pairs had relatively
little effect on cleavage under the same reaction conditions. Only three individual nucleotide
substitutions in the recA target site (at positions -1, -2 and -5 in the left half-site) showed any
measurable effect on cleavage efficiency. These three base pairs all correspond to positions in
that half-site that are not symmetrically conserved with their counterparts in the right-half
site.
Therefore, while the sequence specificity of the cleavage reaction is clearly most signifi-
cant across the central fourteen base pair positions of the I-Bth0305I target site, the overall
information content across this region (as measured by the reduction in cleavage activity
caused by individual base pair substitutions) is very evenly distributed as compared to
many other homing endonucleases that have been characterized [34, 85, 99, 133], such that
only multiple simultaneous base pair substitutions result in a significant loss of cleavage
efficiency.
3.12 Protein oligomery and DNA target symmetry.
Size exclusion chromatography experiments showed that the apparent mass of both the full
length enzyme (containing a catalytically inactivating D222N mutation) and of the isolated
catalytic domain (containing a D196A mutation) were approximately twice the value that
was predicted based solely on the length of their protein chains (62 kD versus 31 kD for
the full length protein, and 18 kD versus 12 kD for the catalytic domain) (Supplemental
Figure S7). This result was confirmed by dynamic light scattering measurements of the
catalytic domain. A different point mutant within the isolated catalytic domain (H213A,
corresponding to the predicted location of the active site general base) gave a reduction in
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Figure 3.5: Effect of reduced length of RecA target site on DNA cleavage. a: Four separate
substrates, ranging in total length from 2200 to 1300 basepairs, that contained specific
bacteriophage RecA target sequences of various lengths centered around the site of cleavage
were digested with I-Bth0305I and cleavage was measured. The experiment was conducted
twice, with the various RecA sequences embedded in DNA of different overall length, to
ensure that measurable differences in cleavage were due solely to the length of the phage
RecA sequence in the substrates. b: Quantitation of cleavage product formation for each
substrate in the presence of 70 nM I-Bth0305I.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of single base pair substitutions on DNA cleavage. a: Each bar represents
the relative cleavability of a target site that is altered at one base pair relative to the wild-
type target. b: Raw data for cleavage specificity at positions -5 and -1, respectively. In
these experiments, increasing concentrations of enzyme are used in competition experiments
against equimolar concentrations of four DNA substrates that differ in length and in the
identity of a single base pair at one position in the target. For each position being tested, the
effect of DNA base pair mismatches were measured multiple times, including experiments
in which the length of the substrates was reversed relative to the identity of the variable
base pair (to ensure that differences in cleavage are due only to the sequence of the target).
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apparent mass and the dynamic radius by approximately 50%. These results indicate that
the full-length endonuclease and its isolated catalytic domain form stable dimers in solution
and that the dimerization interface is disrupted by mutation of His 213. This result agrees
with the independent observation, described above, that the sequence in the recA gene that
immediately surrounds the cleavage site displays significant pseudopalindromic symmetry
(Figure 3.2). The presumed role of H213 in catalysis (based on prior mutational studies
and conservation of the comparable residue in the Vsr repair endonuclease [46, 123], versus
its observed importance for dimerization of I-Bth0305I may indicate that dimerization and
catalytic activity of the homing endonuclease are structurally linked, with that particular
residue playing an important role for both properties. Structural studies of the isolated
nuclease domain with the H213A mutation (described below) demonstrate that the A213
residue is significantly displaced from its position in the Vsr active site.
3.13 Structural relationship to the Vsr mismatch repair endonuclease
The crystal structure of a catalytically inactive double point mutant (D196A/H213A) of the
C-terminal region of I-Bth0305I (containing residues 167 to 266, which displays sequence
homology to the Vsr mismatch repair endonuclease) was determined and refined to 2.2 A˚
resolution (PDB ID: 3R3P). Selenomethionyl-derivatized protein was used as the sole source
of de novo phase information in order to avoid model bias that might arise from phase
determination via molecular replacement. The final refined model (Table 1), contained
residues 167 to 263 from the isolated catalytic domain (3 residues from the C-terminus were
unobserved and presumed to be disordered in the crystal). Two copies of the catalytic
domain were present in the asymmetric unit; the all-atom RMSD for those two protein
chains is 0.33 A˚. Because the H213A mutation in this domain was previously shown to block
dimerization, the interface between these two observed subunits is believed to represent a
nonphysiological interaction that is formed in the crystal lattice.
The structure of the catalytic domain consists of a central -sheet with mixed parallel
and antiparallel topology surrounded by four alpha helices. The structure of the I-Bth0305I
catalytic domain superimposes against the homologous region of Vsr endonuclease (PDB
ID: 1VSR) [46, 123] with an RMSD of 8.76 A˚ across 61 atoms (Figure 3.7). The structure
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of the central beta sheet within the I-Bth0305I catalytic domain differs significantly from
that of Vsr. This region within I-Bth0305I is twisted, as compared to a more saddle-shaped
structure within Vsr. Furthermore, while this β-sheet contains four β-strands in both
structures, only three strands are found to superimpose between the two enzymes; the two
enzymes display their fourth (nonconserved) strands at opposite sides of the core β-sheet.
As well, a zinc binding sequence motif found in Vsr is missing from the loop that connects
β3 and α2 in I-Bth0305I, and zinc atoms are not observed in the structure.
The α-helices that are observed in I-Bth0305I are also diverged from their corresponding
structural elements in Vsr. First, the short I-Bth0305I helix α3 (residues 80 to 84) is instead
a loop in Vsr. Furthermore, helix α2 in I-Bth0305I is considerably shorter (at 14 residues)
than the corresponding 25-residue helix in Vsr (spanning residues 82 to 107) that is inserted
into the DNA major groove in its DNA-bound structures. The differences in the structures
between the two nuclease domains are critical determinants for their different functions. In
Vsr, two tryptophan residues (W68 and W86) are intercalated into the DNA immediately
adjacent to the T:G mismatch in that enzyme’s substrate target and appear to play a key
role in recognition of that particular structural lesion in the DNA. In I-Bth0305I (which
instead recognizes a fully paired DNA target sequence corresponding to vicinity of the intron
insertion site) the corresponding region instead corresponds to a short flexible loop.
While the elaborations upon the core fold of the two enzymes are significantly diverged,
their active site residues are closely comparable (Figure 3.7). Residues that superimpose
very closely include Asp 196 in I-Bth0305I (which is Asp 51 in Vsr and is mutated to Ala in
the crystal structure), Asp 222 (Asp 97) and Asn 208 (His 64). An additional residue in Vsr
(His 69) that is thought to play a role in catalysis is conserved in the I-Bth0305I sequence
(as His 213), but is located in a significantly different conformation in the two structures. In
the structure of the I-Bth0305I catalytic domain, this residue is found at a surface-exposed
position in the structure that is involved in crystal lattice contacts, that appears to perturb
its position and rotameric conformation relative to the surrounding active site. A final
acidic residue (Glu 170 in I-Bth0305I, corresponding to Glu 25 in Vsr endonuclease) might
also participate in catalysis; this amino acid is well conserved but is found in an otherwise
weakly conserved region (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.7: Structural analyses of I-Bth0305I nuclease domain. a: The crystal structure
of the I-Bth0305I catalytic domain (PDB ID 3r3p). b: The structure of E. coli Vsr en-
donuclease in the absence of bound DNA (PDB ID 1vsr). The bound zinc ion in the Vsr
structure is the cyan sphere. c: Superposition of the I-Bth0305I nuclease domain and the
unbound Vsr endonuclease core. d: Superposition of Vsr endonuclease active site and the
putative I-Bth0305I active site and catalytic residues. e: Side-by-side comparison of the
I-Bth0305I nuclease domain and the DNA-bound structure of the Vsr endonuclease (PDB
ID 1cw0) in the same relative orientations. In the Vsr-DNA cocrystal structure, the T:G
mismatched nucleotide bases are shown in orange; the tryptophan residues (W68 and W86)
that intercalate next to those mismatched DNA bases are shown in light blue and the active
site magnesium ions are green spheres.
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3.14 Relationships between bacteriophage homing endonucleases
Two bacteriophage HEs have been previously crystallized and studied biochemically in great
depth: the GIY-YIG endonuclease I-TevI (which drives intron homing into a thymidylate
synthase host gene in T4 bacteriophage) [48] and the HNH endonuclease I-HmuI (which
drives intron homing into a DNA polymerase host gene in the Bacillus SPO1 bacterio-
phage) [47]. Both of those enzymes, as well as their closest homologues (I-BmoI and I-BasI,
respectively) appear to bind their DNA targets as monomers [32, 71], with protected DNA
regions extending approximately 30 to 40 base pairs downstream from their intron insertion
site. These enzymes discriminate between intron-plus and intron-minus alleles of their host
genes through a small number of sequence-specific interactions near the site of cleavage.
Whereas I-HmuI acts as a strict monomer to nick its DNA target near its intron insertion
site (apparently relying upon subsequent conversion of the nick to a DSB to promote hom-
ing) [71], I-TevI is observed to directly generate a double stranded break and a two-base, 5’
overhang 23 and 25 base pairs upstream of the intron insertion site [32]. The ability of I-TevI
to directly generate a double-strand break may require transient dimerization of catalytic
domains at the site of DNA cleavage; however this behavior has not been demonstrated
directly.
In contrast, I-Bth0305I forms a stable dimer in the absence of DNA, contacts up to
60 base pairs of DNA, and cleaves a pseudo-palindromic target in the RecA host gene. If
each individual subunit of the I-Bth0305I homodimer contacted a length of DNA target
that was similar to the monomeric I-TevI and I-HmuI subunits, then the observed 60 base
pair contact region would simply correspond to two 30 base pair DNA half-sites. The
homodimeric architecture of I-Bth0305I (in the absence of bound DNA) may predispose the
enzyme to recognize and cleave target sites that display greater palindromic symmetry than
has been observed for enzymes that initially bind their DNA targets as monomers.
The I-Bth0305I endonuclease displays a bipartite, multi-domain architecture and harbors
a catalytic domain that is fused to a predicted DNA binding region, that contains two
NUMOD sequence elements that likely bind specific DNA sequences using a helix-turn-
helix motif. The conclusion that can be drawn from all of the experiments in this study is
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that the enzyme homodimerizes through interactions between nuclease domains, and that
interactions of those domains with the DNA generate the majority of target site specificity
at the central 14 basepairs of the target. The remainder of protein-DNA contacts, made
at positions outside of this central pseudopalindromic region, are largely nonspecific and
presumably made by the N-terminal DNA-binding regions that contain the NUMOD motifs
(Figure 3.8a).
A similar bipartite domain organization has previously been observed in both I-HmuI,
I-TevI and their homologues [103, 128, 127]. However, the domain organization of this
new homing endonuclease family (containing an N-terminal DNA-binding domain fused
to a C-terminal nuclease domain) is reversed as compared to those previously character-
ized bacteriophage endonucleases, and involves an entirely different nuclease core structure,
which together suggest a difference in the evolutionary history of this bacteriophage-specific
homing endonuclease lineage.
3.15 HE specificity and host gene constraints
The specificity profile displayed by I-Bth0305I is unusual as compared to other well-studied,
phage-derived homing endonucleases in that almost all sequence specificity of cleavage ap-
pears to be focused near the site of cleavage, with relatively little specificity derived from
contacts between the HE and more distal positions in the DNA recognition site. In contrast,
the HNH and GIY-YIG endonucleases appear to display bipartite recognition patterns, with
limited numbers of sequence-specific contacts made both by the nuclease domains near the
sites of DNA strand cleavage, and additional sequence-specific contacts made by the more
distant DNA-binding regions of the enzyme. However, close examination of sequence speci-
ficity profiles of enzymes such as I-TevI (a GIY-YIG enzyme) [32] and I-HmuI (an HNH
enzyme) [71] both indicate that the basepair identities in their target sites that are most
critical for recognition and cleavage are also located near the site of cleavage, and are gen-
erally bases that are particularly well conserved within the coding sequence of the target
host gene. This feature of DNA specificity is displayed by virtually all known families of
homing endonucleases [34, 85, 99, 133].
The specificity profile of I-Bth0305I suggests that several of the central fourteen base
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Figure 3.8: Conservation of the RecA DNA cleavage and intron insertion site and the RecA
protein sequence. a: Cartoon of the proposed domain architecture and DNA contact pattern
exhibited by I-Bth0305I. The sequence (60 basepairs in length) corresponds to the overall
region of DNA protected by the bound enzyme in DNAse I digestion experiments. Red bases
are those that are recognized most specifically by the enzyme. b: A logo plot indicating
conservation of 1368 recA genes as described in the text. c: Corresponding logo plot of
translated RecA protein sequences from the same collection of sequences. The sequence of
the 0305ϕ8-36 bacteriophage recA gene and RecA protein are shown between the two logo
plots, with the intron insertion site and HEG insertion and cleavage sites on each DNA
strand indicated. The recA coding sequence shown in this figure corresponds to the 60 base
pair region protected by bound I-Bth0305I in the DNAseI footprint experiment (Figure 3.3).
The purple bases are the central 14 base pairs that display the most significant sequence
specificity in cleavage assays. Black bullets between sequences of the two strands indicate
the bases with palindromic symmetry between left and right DNA half-sites (also shown in
Figure 3.2). The protein residues in the bacteriophage protein that correspond to the most
conserved residues in the RecA proteins logo are underlined. The RecA L2 DNA binding
motif is indicated beneath the logo in panel b. d: Structure of the E. coli RecA protein,
bound as a filament on a single-stranded DNA target (pdb ID 3CMU)(33). The ssDNA
ligand is in grey, with the RecA filament in blue and L2 regions in red.
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pairs surrounding the intron insertion site are most specifically recognized by the enzyme and
therefore might be a functionally important region of the RecA host gene. To investigate
this hypothesis, we examined the conservation of the RecA coding DNA and translated
protein sequences corresponding to the endonuclease target region, by generating a multi-
sequence alignment of 1368 recA genes, including the 0305ϕ8-36 bacteriophage gene without
its intron (Figure 3.8b). The conservation of the positions in the coding sequence and
protein multiple alignments was calculated using information theory measures and taking
into account background frequencies of amino acids, and differing similarities between the
aligned regions [55, 100]. This analysis demonstrates strong conservation at eleven out of
the central fourteen base pairs of the endonuclease target site, and additional, stronger
conservation of the DNA and protein sequence downstream of the intron-insertion site.
The amino acid sequence of the bacteriophage RecA protein corresponding to the twenty
residues that are encoded by the DNA region that is contacted by I-Bth0305I is somewhat
diverged from the overall RecA consensus. Nine of those residues from the bacteriophage
protein correspond to the top residue in the RecA protein logo plot, three of which (F224,
G225 and P227) are encoded within the central region of the target site. The specificity
profile of I-Bth0305I is somewhat correlated with the RecA coding sequence in that region:
base pair positions that are recognized by the enzyme with above-average preference include
the first two positions of the codons encoding G225, D226 and P227 (Figure 3.2). A similar
observation, that the specificity of a homing endonuclease can be correlated to the reading
frame and coding degeneracy within its host gene target site, has been reported for several
homing endonucleases, including the I-AniI protein in Aspergillus nidulans [99].
The amino acid sequence encoded by the central region of the endonuclease target site
spans the functionally critical ’L2’ region of the RecA protein (Figure 3.8c). RecA forms
helical filaments composed of multiple RecA monomers bound to single-stranded DNA (PDB
ID 3cmt). When examining the L2 region in the context of these filaments, its residues are
observed to form a β-hairpin structure that is involved in contacting the DNA backbone
and at least one nucleotide base [17] (Figure 3.8d). Regions corresponding to L2 are also
found in eukaryotic and archeal RadA/Dmc1 proteins and bacterial DnaA proteins, both
of which have similar DNA binding activities. [90] The L2 loop has previously been shown
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to be an insertion site for invasive inteins in several bacteria, including the recA gene of
Mycobacterium leprae [107].
3.16 I-Bth0305I versus Vsr: evolution and application
Homing endonucleases share common evolutionary ancestors with a wide variety of host pro-
teins that are responsible for an equally broad range of biological functions. For example,
a large bacterial superfamily (the DUF199 proteins) that is thought to be involved in tran-
scriptional activation of genes involved in sporulation or other differentiation and growth
processes have been shown to contain LAGLIDADG domains [64]. The HNH catalytic motif
is found in non-specific bacterial and fungal nucleases [38, 68], and is also found in a wide
range of DNA-acting enzymes including transposases, restriction endonucleases, polymerase
editing domains and DNA packaging factors [24, 80]. The GIY-YIG catalytic motif is found
in several bacterial restriction enzymes (such as Eco29kI) [60] and enzymes involved in DNA
repair and recombination (such as the UvrC base-excision repair endonucleases) [67]. Fi-
nally, the bacterial homing endonuclease I-Ssp6803I is a PD...(D/E)xK endonuclease, which
is the most common catalytic protein fold in type II restriction endonuclease systems [132].
The discovery of a new homing endonuclease lineage [25] as characterized in this study
again illustrates an evolutionary relationship between modern-day homing endonucleases
and distantly related bacterial proteins (in this case, between a bacteriophage-derived hom-
ing endonuclease and a DNA mismatch repair enzyme). The “PD...(D/E)xK” motif ob-
served in these proteins (SCOP family 3.72.1) has been greatly diversified during evolution,
facilitating its use for many biological functions [66]. It has been visualized many times in
restriction endonucleases, as well as in a variety of other contexts, including tRNA-specific
homing endonucleases and a variety of DNA repair enzymes. All known variants of this fold
display at least two acidic residues, and usually at least one additional basic residue in the
nuclease active site, forming the catalytic motif that catalyzes phosphoryl transfer reactions
[91].
Vsr endonucleases (and presumably I-Bth0305I) display a type II restriction enzyme
topology that has significantly diverged from the canonical ’PD-(D/E)xK’ motif, including
the use of an activated histidine as a general base [123]. The I-Bth0305I homing endonucle-
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ase and its nearest cousins appear to have maintained most of the features of this unique
active site arrangement, although at least one additional strongly conserved acidic residue
in the active site region (a strongly conserved acidic residue at the position corresponding
to Phe62 in Vsr) may indicate further subtle divergence in catalytic mechanism.
Finally, the predicted bipartite structure of the homing endonuclease described in this
study leads us to the possibility that the nuclease domain, on its own, might offer a useful
catalytic fold for use in artificial gene targeting nucleases. This technology involves the
creation of artificial nucleases by appending a non-specific nuclease domain (almost always
the catalytic domain of the FokI restriction endonuclease) to a DNA-recognition and binding
construct consisting of a tandem array of zinc fingers or TAL repeats [22, 94]. The isolation
and characterization of an independently folded nuclease domain that (a) appears to display
a moderate degree of sequence specificity directly at the site of cleavage and (b) naturally
dimerizes prior to DNA binding may allow the development of new types of gene targeting
proteins with novel DNA cleavage properties that prove useful for certain biotechnology and
genome engineering applications.
3.16.1 DATA DEPOSITION
Structure factor amplitudes and refined coordinates for the catalytic domain of I-Bth0305I
have been deposited at the RCSB protein database under accession code 3r3p and designated
for immediate release upon publication.
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Chapter 4
HOMINGENDONUCLEASE.NET: ARCHIVAL AND SEARCH OF
LAGLIDADG RELATED POSITION WEIGHT MATRICES
This chapter is intended for publication in Nucleic Acids Research by authors GK Taylor,
LH Petrucci, J Jarjour, and BL Stoddard.
Homing endonucleases are under intense scrutiny as reagents that can potentially target
eukaryotic genomic loci and induce sequence-specific gene insertion, deletion, modification
or correction events. The development of such reagents would facilitate a wide variety of
applications, ranging from genome engineering to corrective gene therapy. The full realiza-
tion of this concept requires the engineering of these proteins scaffolds to recognize a DNA
target site that is located at or near the exact location where a chromosomal modification
is desired.
This work has been supported by the identification of many new homologues of these
proteins, and their corresponding DNA target regions, by microbial sequencing projects.
The goal of the web-based tool described in this chapter is to exploit these sources of infor-
mation by developing a database of these proteins and their engineered variants, coupled
with a collection of search algorithms for genomic positions and sequences that can be most
efficiently targeted by them for sequence-specific modification or correction. This resource
is publically available to the community of researchers who are involved in research that
requires targeted genomic modification.
4.1 Impetus for the Website
Gene targeting nucleases can be used to induce targeted genetic modifications, both for
genome engineering and for corrective gene therapy [89, 79]. The concept of gene target-
ing to alter endogenous chromosomal loci dates back to experiments in the late 1970s in
which ectopic DNA sequences were introduced into yeast and incorporated by homologous
recombination (HR) [57, 87]. Unfortunately, while homologous recombination is extremely
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efficient in yeast, in multicellular eukaryotes such events occur in far less than 0.1% of
transformed cells [65, 27]. This limitation requires the use of highly specific gene targeting
reagents to stimulate homologous recombination.
One method which facilitates targeted homologous recombination is the introduction of
a double strand break (DSB) at the desired locus [118]. This can be accomplished through
the transient introduction of a DNA cleavage enzyme to generate a double strand break
at the desired modification site, along with a DNA template which possesses the desired
modified sequence flanked by regions of homology to the genomic DNA [21].
With the availability of homing endonucleases [113] in addition to zinc-finger endonu-
cleases [72] and TAL (transcription activator like) nucleases [22, 73], the discipline of site-
specific genome engineering now enjoys a wealth of structural scaffolds for the continued
development of gene targeting proteins. LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases tightly cou-
ple cognate site recognition to DNA strand cleavage activity and possess small structures
that can be coded by short reading frames, a feature required for gene correction. Hun-
dreds of LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases have been discovered from mining genomic
information but relatively few proteins have been experimentally characterized.
Genome engineering and gene correction is an emerging discipline in which genomes
of model organisms or cells are manipulated at specified chromosomal loci by using site-
specific recombination to alter or add desired traits. Gene targeting nucleases are under
intense examination as reagents that can induce (1) the correction of a dysfunctional gene
in patients suffering from various genetic diseases; (2) the targeted mutation, knockout
or insertion of a gene in an agricultural crop species, or (3) the generation of transgenic
mammalian cell lines or animals. These approaches do not require the intermediate screening
steps that are necessary in traditional transgenic modification techniques [44, 125, 95].
4.2 Homing Enodnuclease Database
Several types of highly specific DNA recognition and cleavage enzymes, including homing
endonucleases and comparable artificial proteins such as zinc finger nucleases and TAL
nucleases, are being developed and used for a variety of targeted gene modification applica-
tions, ranging from targeted gene disruptions to corrective gene therapy. Current microbial
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and metagenomic sequencing projects demonstrate that nature can provide an abundance
of these proteins that display considerable structural homology and highly divergent DNA
recognition specificities. This illustrates the potential to mine the microbial universe and
then deliberately engineer and alter those proteins to create proteins with additional, altered
DNA cleavage activities.
The gene targeting field is currently experiencing a deluge of data that impacts the
creation of targeting proteins, including (i) the ongoing identification of a large, growing
number of homing endonucleases and additional DNA binding scaffolds from microbial and
metagenomic sequencing projects around the world, and (ii) the generation of a large num-
bers of selected and engineered protein variants with altered DNA recognition properties.
The only manner in which the full potential and impact of this information can be ex-
ploited is through the development of a computational database and search engine. This web
resource is more than a simple search algorithm: it combines the data found in the bioinfor-
matics of gene targeting proteins (what DNA sequences do they naturally recognize?) with
the details of their biophysical behavior, specificity profiles and ’engineerability’, in order to
identify combinations of genomic DNA sites and possible targeting proteins that can be ex-
ploited for genome modification. In so doing, the site actually guides the necessary protein
selection and engineering experiments for successful gene targeting and modification.
The foundation of this resource is an updateable set of known, wild-type DNA-binding
scaffolds that recognize long target sites (22 basepairs). The exact sequence of their natu-
rally occurring DNA targets (which correspond to the microbial DNA sequences cleaved by
homing endonucleases) is represented in the database both by the target sequence itself and
by Position Weight Matrices (PWMs) [54] that reflect either their exact physiological target
sites in their biological host genomes or that reflect their overall specificity profiles, taking
into account positions in the DNA target that are recognized with reduced fidelity. PWMs
are reported both as a sequence logo plot and as raw text (Figure 1). In the sequence logo
plot, those positions that have higher reported specificity have more information content
on the graph. Conversely, those positions where there is little are no sequence specificity
have very little information content and are diminished within the plot. Both target site
sequences and PWMs can be used for searching genomic DNA sequences for closely re-
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lated sequences. For reference, the site also contains the amino acid sequence for several
well-studied homing endonucleases.
In addition to target sites and PWMs, the database contains of list of residues for each
homing endonuclease that are potentially useful in the redesign process. These residues often
times are associated with position specific target site changes [8, 119, 121]. For example,
the I-MsoI homing endonuclease when incorporating the I30E, S43R, and I85Y mutations
prefers the -8G and +8C nucleotides compared the wild type target identities of -8A and
+8T [9]. Several design mutations reported in the literature are reported for each homing
endonuclease in the PWM browser and novel mutations may be entered with the Specificity
Changing Mutation Entry Tool.
Many of the homing endonucleases listed in the database also have a list of amino acid
contact modules that describe which residues are likely in contact with three base pair
target modules. As an example, the I-OnuI endonuclease has an extensive list of amino
acids that contact the -11 to -9 positions: Asn 32, Lys 34, Ser 35, Ser 36, Val 37, Gly
38, and Ser 40. Within this module, amino acids may be mutated to achieve the desired
specificity shift. Several modules across the target site are reported for each endonuclease
for which crystal structures have been solved and this type of information is available. By
recommending these modules, this tool suggests which residues the user might look at first
when redesigning a homing endonuclease toward a specific sequence.
4.3 Position Weight Matrix Search
This site offers the user the opportunity to search individual genes or collections of genes for
potential matches against LAGLIDADG homing endonuclease (LHE) target sites based on
four search criteria: (a) Searches for exact identity at the central four basepairs of an LHE
target site, because our experience indicates that specificity changes at these base pairs are
often not easily achieved through protein engineering or selection [121]. (b) Searches for
highest possible identity (fewest DNA basepair mismatches) against an LHE’s physiological
target site. (c) For those proteins which have had their complete specificity profile deter-
mined, the user is provided with the opportunity to search and score potential targets using
a ’fidelity PWM’ in which the scoring for a mismatch between a protein’s natural target site
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Figure 4.1: I-OnuI Position Weight Matrix. Position Weight Matricies (PWMs) that have
been experimentally determined for a number of LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases are
available on the site. These matrices are displayed in graphical format as a sequence logo
plot and in tabular format. The ability of the enzyme to cleave DNA targets that contain
a given nucleotide at a specific position within the target site is indicated by letter height
and positions with greater overall information content are more specifically recognized. For
example, positions such as -8 and -7 are recognized with very high fidelity and positions such
as +/- 10 display low fidelity (i.e. basepair substitutions at those positions are tolerated by
the enzyme).
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and a potential genomic target is differentially weighted depending on the fidelity of recog-
nition displayed at each DNA base pair position. The difference between the two search
strategies described above in (b) and (c) is simple: the use of a simple identity matrix would
return those matches with the fewest mismatches, while the use of a matrix that accounts
for recognition degeneracy would indicate sites that might be more distantly related to the
protein’s wild-type recognition site, while actually nevertheless indicating more tractable
gene targeting sites. (d) Searches are also facilitated against ’modules’ of basepair codons,
systematically screened across the entire target site, for those enzymes that have been fully
characterized and screened at that level for their engineerability and selectability. The algo-
rithm also allows the user to search for genomic targets that can be approached through the
assembly of ’chimeric’ homing endonucleases (where N- and C-terminal domains of unre-
lated proteins are fused to create scaffolds that can recognize corresponding chimeric DNA
target sites) [20, 36, 105].
Following search by one of the four methods outlined above, a list of putative target
sequences are returned each with a score. Within these putative target sequences, the
central four nucleotides are highlighted in blue. Each nucleotides within each target sequence
links to mutations that may be helpful when changing specificity. In the module search,
regions of the sequence with a module matching with high activity are highlighted in green.
Clicking on a nucleotide also reports any modules that are available. Additionally for the
module search, each score links to a separate web page that displays information regarding
designability of each module which is color-coded for visualization. Modules that have
demonstrated activity approaching the wild type enzyme against its target are colored blue
while those where little activity is reported are colored red.
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Figure 4.2: MAOB Module Search Results. Following search of the MAOB gene for I-OnuI
like target sequences, a list of best matches are presented together with their orientation,
position, and scores (A). Candidate target sequences indicate which positions mismatch
(lower case) and which are within the central four bases that are more difficult to design
against. Following a module search, each score links to a more detailed view describing how
well each module matches the target sequence (B). Modules are represented by individual
bars and those that match well to the sequence are colored blue and those that do not
match are colored red. Nucleotides that directly match the wild type target are indicated
by vertical bars.
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Appendix A
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Figure S1. Genes encoding individual representatives of the novel gene
family described above, corresponding to several ORFS found within group I introns and in-
teins and as free-standing genes, including the endonuclease we have now named I-Bth0305I,
were each synthesized as codon-optimized reading frames for bacterial expression. The lower
case sequences at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the synthetic genes provide NcoI and NotI cloning
sites; the former encode a ’Met-Gly’ N-terminal protein sequence immediately followed by
the third residue from the protein.
>I-Bth0305I
atggggCGCGCGTGGTCTCCCTCTATTGAACAAAAACAAATCGTAATTGACGGATACGCATCACCAGA
TATCTCAATCCGCGAACTGGCAAAAGAATTAGGCATTGGTAAAGACGCTTTAATGAAATACGCAGATG
AACATGATTTAACAAAAGTACCAAAAGATCGCTTGAACGCAGAACAACGCAAAGCTATTAAAGACTGG
AAAGGCGAAATTTCACTGAATGAGTTAGCAAACAATATTGGCATTTCCTTAGCAGGTGTACAGAAACG
CATGAAAAAACTTGGCATCGACACAAAACAATATATTGAAAAAAATCCACACTACCGTCCTGGCAAAA
CACCGCGCGATGAAGCCTTTTTTAAAGATATTGACAACCCTAAATACTCCTCAATTGAACTGGCTGAA
AAATACGGAGTCTCAGACGTCGCAATCCAACGCTGGCGTAAAAAACGTCATGGTAAATTTAAACCGCA
GATTGATACCTCCACACACTTGACTACCCCAGAACGCCGCGTTAAAGAAATTTTAGATGAACTCGACA
TTGTGTATTTTACTCACCATGTAGTAGAAGGTTGGAACGTAGATTTTTACCTGGGAAAAAAATTGGCT
ATCGAAGTTAATGGGGTTTATTGGCATAGCAAACAGAAAAACGTAAACAAGGATAAACGTAAACTTAG
CGAGTTGCATTCTAAAGGCTACCGTGTATTAACAATCGAAGATGACGAATTAAATGATATTGACAAAG
TAAAACAACAGATTCAAAAATTTTGGGTAACACACATCTCAAATGGTATGTAATAAgcggccgc
>30603
atggggTTACAATCGGAAATCGTACATATCGTAATATTGAACAATGGCAAGTTGACTTTATTGTAAAA
CACGCAGACCGTAAACTGAAAGATATTGGAAAAGAAATTAATTTAGACGAACGCCGCGTCGGAGAAAT
TTTGAAATTATTAGGCATTAAACGTACCCGTCATCGCAAAATTTACTTACCTAAAACCGCAGAAGTCG
87
AACAAGAACTCAAAAATCCGTACCTCTCACATGTAGAAATCGCAATCAAATATGGAGTATCAGACACC
TGTGTAGCAAAACGTCGCAAAGAATTAAACGTAAAAGTTCGCAAAAAAAACTACGACACACTTCTCGA
ACAACAAGTAGAACAAATGTTATTATCATTAGACCTCGCTTTCATTAAACAAAAACGTATTGATAAAT
GGAGTATTGATTTTTACCTTGGTCGTAAATATTGTCTGGACGTGCATGGCAAATGGGCACACTCACTG
AAGAAAATTAAAGAACGCGATAAACGTAAACTGTTATTTATGGAAGAAGGATGTTATAAATATTTAGT
AATCCACGAAGAAGAATTAGCAAACAAAGAAAAAGTGTTACAAAAAATTAAAGAATTTACTATGGGTT
TTCCTTGTTAATAAgcggccgc
>o128-1
atggggCGTAAAAAAAAAGAAAAACGCGAAATTGGTAATAAAATTGAAAAAACCGTATCCACTATCCT
CACACGTCTGAACCTGCCTTTCGAAGAACAAGTAAGCGTCGACCGTTATACCGTAGATTTCTTAGTAA
ACAAAAAATATATCGTCGAATGTTATGGAGATTTCTGGCATTGCAACCCTCAACAATATACCTCATCA
TACTTCAATCGTGGCAAAAAGAAAACAGCAGAAGAAATTTGGGAACGTGATACTGAACGTAAAAAAAA
ATTTGAACAAATGGGATATAAATTTCTTTGTCTTTGGGAAGATGACATTCGTAATAACCCTAAAATTG
TGCAAAGTAAAATTAAAAAACATATTAAACTTGATGAAGGCTTATAATAAgcggccgc
>o128-3
atggggCGTCGTAAAAATGGAAAAAAAGTAAGTAAAGTTAATACAATTGAAACTAAAGTAGCTACCAT
TCTCACATCATTAAACGTACCTTTCGAACAACAAGTATCTATTGATCGTTATACCGTCGATTTCTTAA
TTAATAAAAAATATATCGTTGAATGCTATGGTGATTTTTGGCACTGTAATCCCCATCAATATACAAGC
TCTTACTTTAATCGTGGAAAAAAAAAAACAGCAGAGGAAATTTGGGAACGCGACACTAAACGTAAAGA
ACAATTCGAAAAAATGGGTTATAAATTTCTGTGTTTATGGGAATCGGACATTCGCAACAATCCTAAAA
TCGTTCGTTCTAAAATTAAAAAAGGCGTAGATAAATTAGACAATTAAgcggccgc
>o282
(atggggCAACTGTACGAAAAAGGACTTGTCTCTGCACAAACTGTTTTAGAAATTTTTGATTTAAATC
CAGACCAAGAGATTGAACGCAAACGCTTTGACGTAATTCAACTTACTGCCTTAGGACAAACAGCAGGA
GCTCCCGGTGGTGGAATGGGTGGTGGATTTGGCGGTGGTATGCCTGGTGGGATGGGTGGAATGCCGGA
GATTGGTGGCGTCCCAGAAACAGGCGGTGGTGCTCCAATTGTACCTGGTGGTGGCGCTCCAGCCGAAG
GTGGTGCCCCTGCAGCCCCAGCGACCCCTATGACTGCATCAGCATCAACTGTTATCGACGTAGCAAAC
CCAGCGCAATTTGGCAATAAAATTTTAAAAAAGAAAACACGCGACAAAATTCTGCAAGAAAAACAAAA
AATTTACAAGCAATACCAATCAAAACTTCAGCAACAATACGGAGATGGTCAGCGCGATGAAAAAGGAC
GTGTTATTTTTACCGGACCCGAACGCACTCTCTTAAAAAACCTGATCCAATACAAACAGAACGGTATT
88
ATTAAACAGCCCGTATTTCCACAGTATCGTTTAAAAATCGGTGATGAAGAATATCCAATTGACTTTGC
CTTGCCCTATTTGAAAATCGGAATTGAAGCGGACGGTGAAATCTTTCATTCTAGCGATAAACAAATTC
AACATGATCGGGAACGTGACCGTAAATTAAACCAGGCCGGATGGACAATTCTGCGTTTTAAAGATACT
GAAATTGAAGAACAAATCCAGGGTGTTATGTCCACGATTGTAAAATTTATCATGAAAAAAGAAATGGC
GGCACAACATTTAAAAAACCAGAAATCATAATAAgcggccgc
>o318
atggggTTATCGAAACGTCAAGTAAGTTTACAATATGGTTTTAACACCCGTCTTATTGAGGCCCTCTT
AGATAAAGGAGTCTTAACTGTATTACCTGGTTGCACCCCTTTACGTCCTAAAATCGATCTGGCAAGTC
TCCGTAATCTCGTTGAAGATGAACATTACGTTGTATGTCGCGAATGCGGTTCCTATCAAGCCATGATT
AGCACCAAACATTTACGCGCGTGTAGTGGCACTGATTTAGTACGTTATAAAGAAAACCATCCAAATGC
TCCAGTTATGTCCGCTCTGGCTGCCGAAAACAAAGCGAAAACCGAAGCTCAGAAAGTTGCCCAATCAG
ATAAGTTAAAAGCCCGCTTCAAAACGATCAAAGGTGAAGAAACACGTCGTCAAATCGCAAAAGCCTCT
CGTCGCCTGCATGACTCTGGATACCGTGAAAAAGCAGCAGCCCACCTCCGCAATTTGAATAATGACCC
CGATCAGCGCGAACTCCTCCGTGAAAAAACCCTGGCACGTTGGGCATCTGGAGATCTCCGTGAAATCG
TCGAAGGTTGGCACCGTGATAATCGTAAAGAATCCCTGGCTTGTGCGGCTAATGCCCGTCGTCATATT
AAAAAAAAACGCTCTAAACTCCATCTCCGTTTTAAACGTGCGATGATTGATTCTGGTCTCTCAGGCTT
TGTCACCGAACACGAAGTAGGTTTCTACTCTATTGATGAAGCTCACCCGGTACTGAAAATTGCTGTAG
AAGTAGACGGTTGTTATTGGCATGGTTGCGAAGAATGTGGTCACCCGGGGATTGGCGAAATCAAAGTT
TTAGACCGCCGCAAAACTACTTTCTTAACTCGCCGTGGCTGGCAAGTCATCCGTGTACAAGAACATGA
AATTAAAGCAGATATTAATGCCTGTATTGGTCAATTGCGTGAAATTATCGAACAACGTGGCGCAGCAT
AATAAgcggccgc
>o333
atggggATTTGTAAAATTTGCAACACAAAATTTAAACGTATCTTGGGACATATCATTAAAAAACATGC
TAACCTGAAAGTTGGTTTATTAGAATACTTATCGTTTTATTATAACTTCGATATCATTAAAAATTATT
TAGACGGTTTGAGCGCGCAACAAATTAGCCATGAAATTTCAAAAATTACAGACGGTGCCATTAACCCG
AATAAAAAAGACATTTTGAAAATCCTTAAAGACAAAAACATTGCCATTCGTTCGACCTCTGAAGCGAT
CGTATCCTGGACAAAAATTCGCGGCGGTGCATGGAACAAAAATTTAACCAAAGAAGAACATCCGTCGA
TCAAAAAATACGCAGAAAGTCGTAAAGGTCACAACAACGTTTATTATACTGGAACGGAAGAAAGTCGT
AAAAAAACACGCTACTGGGAATATCTTGCAGCGGAAGAATTACAGAATATTCGTGCTAAATCTGCAGA
AACACTGAAAAAATTATATAAATCCGGAGAAATTATTCATAAATCAAAACTGGATCCTGAATGGGCAG
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AAGATTGTAAAAAAAAACGCATTGATGGGTATAAAAAATGGCTTGAGCAAAACGATGTTATTTTTCAT
GGCGCCGAATCTAAATTAGAAAAACAGATTGCACGTGGTTTGGAACAAGAAAACATTCGTTACAAAAA
ACAACTGAAATTGAAAAAAGATAAATATTGCTATTTTTATGATTATTTACTGGTAGATTATAATATTA
TTATCGAATACAATGGAACTTACTGGCACTGCGATCCACGCAAATATGACAAAGAATACTATAACGTG
TCGAAAAAAATGTATGCAAGCCAAATTTGGGAACGTGACTTAGATAAAAAAATGCTGGCCGAACGCAA
CGGTTACGACATGATTGTATTATGGGAAGAAGATTATCGCAGCTTAACAAATGAGGAGTTTCTGGAAA
AAACAATTGAAACCATTAAAAATAAAATTAATCAGAAAATTAAAAATTAATAAgcggccgc
Supplementary Figure S2. Genes described in Supplementary Figure S1 were subcloned
into a pET (Novagen, Inc) vector that encorporates an N-terminal, 6-histidine affinity pu-
rification tag. Cloning sites (5’ NcoI and 3’ NotI) are shown in red.
Supplementary Figure S3. Vsr-like homing endonuclease constructs displayed a wide
range of behaviors during bacterial overexpression and purification. Five constructs dis-
played visible overexpression (see arrows); however most of those constructs were were
found to be largely insoluble. Subsequent experiments focused on gp29 (later renamed I-
Bth0305I as described in the text) which displayed lower overall levels and expression and
cytotoxic activity, but was successfully purified for biochemical analyses as described in the
text.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Digestion and sequence analysis of sites in lambda phage
DNA nicked and cleaved by I-Bth0305I.
a. The DNA products from the digests shown in lanes 3 and 5 below were sequenced
as described in detailed methods. Lanes 1 and 15: 1 kilobase DNA ladder (NEB N3232).
Lanes 2 to 14: Productes of one hour digests of phage lambda DNA at 37 C with 2-fold serial
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dilutions of I-Bth0305I. Lane 2 contains 1 microgram enzyme per 50 microliters reaction
volume. Digests performed in 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.6.
b. Sites in bacteriophage lambda DNA observed to be hydrolyzed by I-Bth0305I. The
upper collection of target sequences corresponds to lane 3 in the gel above; the lower collec-
tion of sequences corresponds to lane 5. For all sequences, the site of hydrolysis is indicated
by the ” ” symbol. Cleavage events evident in forward traces indicate hydrolysis of the bot-
tom strand, while those evident in reverse reactions indicate hydrolysis of the top strand.
In the latter cases, the sequence shown is that of the complementary strand; the nucleotide
positions for these are printed in italics and followed by the letter C. All sequences in the
lists below are thus oriented alike to reflect cleavage occurring on the opposite strand. Bases
corresponding to the minimal consensus sequence at each of the observed sites are shown
highlighted in bold face type.
TT G _ C AA
Lane 3:
029571 TCATCTACATAAACACCTTCGTGAT_GTCTGCATGGAGACAAGACACCGGA
30652C TCCTTTTTTATTATTCGCATTCACC_CTCAAGCGTATTAACCAACAGTTCA
30817C TAAAAACGTCGATGACATTTGCCGT_AGCGTACTGAAGAAGCACCGCGAAA
92
031023 GTGGTTGTCATACCTGGTTTCTCTC_ATCTGCTTCTGCTTTCGCCACCATC
31678C CGAAAGTATGCGTACCGCCTGCTCT_CCCGATGGTTTATGCAGTGACGGCA
031921 GGGGTTTTGCTATCACGTTGTGAAC_TTCTGAAGCGGTGATGACGCCGAGC
32109C GATATTTCGCCGCGACATTCGTGCA_TCGTCAGAACTGACACAGGCCGAAG
032517 GGCATGTACAGGATTCATTGTCCTG_CTCAAAGTCCATGCCATCAAACTGC
33422C AGGGTGGCCTGTTGCTGGCTGCCCT_TCCGAATCTTTACTTGAACGAATCA
033471 TGCAATGGCATATTGCATGGTGTGC_TCCTTATTTATACATAACGAAAAAC
34544C AACGATCATATACATGGTTCTCTCC_AGAGGTTCATTACTGAACACTCGTC
034637 AATATGTTAATGAGAGAATCGGTAT_TCCTCATGTGTGGCATGTTTTCGTC
35048C CAGAAAATTAAGGGAAAATCGATTC_CTCTTATCTAGTTACTTAGATATTG
36192C CTTACGTTATCGTAAGCATTTGCTA_TCTCCTTTTCCGCCACTACATTCCT
36947C AATCGATGGAAAAACTTTTCTCTTT_ACCAAAACAAATGACAAGAGTCTGG
037383 GTTTCTTGAAGGTAAACTCATCACC_CCCAAGTCTGGCTATGCAGAAATCA
37594C CTCATGTTCAGGCAGGGATGTTCTC_ACCTGAGCTTAGAACCTTTACCAAA
38719C GCTCCTGTCCGGCAAAGTTACCTCT_GCCGAAGTTGAGTATTTTTGCTGTA
039104 TCCCTCAAATTGGGGGATTGCTATC_CCTCAAAACAGGGGGACACAAAAGA
039549 CAGCCAGCAAACCAAAACTCGACCT_GACAAACACAGACTGGATTTACGGG
040265 CAGAAATCAAAGCTAAGTTCGGACT_GAAAGGAGCAAGTGTATGACGGGCA
040797 AGACCAAAACAGGAAGCTATGGGCC_TGCTTAGGTGACGTCTCTCGTCAGG
41318C TTCGCGTCTGAATATCCTTTGGTTC_CCATACCGTATAACCATTTGGCTGT
41507C GCTTTGGCTTTAGCCGCTTCGGTTC_ATCAGCTCTGATGCCAATCCACGTG
41595C ATTTGCAAATCGAATGGTTGTTGCT_TCCACCATGCGAGGATATCTTCCTT
42257C TTTGGTCAATCACCTTGTTTTCCTC_GCACGACGTCTTAGCCACCGGATAT
43705C TGTGAGTTGCTGATTCGTTCGCGGT_TCCAGATTACCTGCTGATGATCAAC
043707 TGATCATCAGCAGGTAATCTGGAAC_CGCGAACGAATCAGCAACTCACAAA
043918 TCGAAAGCGTAGCTAAATTTCATTC_GCCAAAAAGCCCGATGATGAGCGAC
044197 TGCAAGTGCTCGCAACATTCGCTTA_TGCGGATTATTGCCGTAGTGCCGCG
44526C ATCATGCCGTTAATATGTTGCCATC_CGTGGCAATCATGCTGCTAACGTGT
045457 GGTACTGACTCGATTGGTTCGCTTA_TCAAACGCTTCGCTGCTAAAAAAGC
046187 CAAAATACACGAAGGAGTTAGCTGA_TGCTAAAGCTGAAAATGATGCTCTG
93
047306 CTTTTATTAACACGGTGTTATCGTT_TTCTAACACGATGTGAATATTATCT
47730C GATTGTTCTTTATTCATTTTGTCGC_TCCATGCGCTTGCTCTTCATCTAGC
47849C ATGCTTCCAGAGACACCTTATGTTC_TATACATGCAATTACAACATCAGGG
48091C AGAATGAACATCCCGCGTTCTTCCC_TCCGAACAGGACGATATTGTAAATT
Lane 5:
001073 ACTTTATGAAAACCCACGTTGAGCC_GACTATTCGTGATATTCCGTCGCTG
001327 GACAAGCGTATTGAAGGCTCGGTCT_GGCCAAAGTCCATCCGTGGCTCCAC
03814C GCATCAGGTGCGGTACTTTTGCGCC_TCCCAGCCGGACCGGCGCTGCGGCG
07932C CGGTTAACGGCAGGCGGTACGCCCC_GTCCAAGCCAGAGATGACAACTTCC
010706 CGCTGAGCCGACAGGCGCTGGCTGC_ACAGAAAGCGGGGATTTCCGTCGGG
012815 TTGTTCACCGTGGTGAGTTTGTCTT_CACGAAGGAGGCAACCAGCCGGATT
013141 GGAAAGTGAAACCCGGTATGGATGT_GGCTTCGGTCCCTTCTGTAAGAAAG
14219C CACGCAGGGGAAATATCTTTCCCCC_TCCGGCGTGCTTACCACGAAGCCGC
15059C GGAATACGCCACCTGACTTGGCCCC_GGCGACTCTGGGAACAATATGAATT
15677C CCGTGACACCGGATATGTTGGTATT_CCCCTCAGTGTCCAGCACCGGCGTA
017771 TTCTCGGAAAAGCAGATTGCGGATA_TCAGACAGGTTGAAACCAGCACGCG
20623C GCCGCTTCTGCCGCACTTTTGCTCT_GCGATGCTGATACCGCACTTCCCGC
021221 AGATGTTCTTGAATACCTTGGGGCC_GGTGAGAATTCGGCCTTTCCGGCAG
21221C CTGCCGGAAAGGCCGAATTCTCACC_GGCCCCAAGGTATTCAAGAACATCT
22031C CTTCACCAATAAATTCATTAGTTCC_GGCCAGCAGATTATAAATTTTTATG
022811 AAAGTCGGTTTTTTTTCTTCGTTTT_CTCTAACTATTTTCCATGAAATACA
23097C ACTTTTTTAAAGGACGGTTATCACA_TTCAAACATTAATTTTTTATGATAA
023246 ATTATTTTATTGTCATATTGTATCA_TGCTAAATGACAATTTGCTTATGGA
024128 TAAAATTAGAGTTGTGGCTTGGCTC_TGCTAACACGTTGCTCATAGGAGAT
027222 AGTCTATTAATGCATATATAGTATC_GCCGAACGATTAGCTCTTCAGGCTT
028769 CAGTGATTGCGATTCGCCTGTCTCT_GCCTAATCCAAACTCTTTACCCGTC
28848C GAAGTCATGAGCGCCGGGATTTACC_CCCTAACCTTTATATAAGAAACAAT
031921 GGGGTTTTGCTATCACGTTGTGAAC_TTCTGAAGCGGTGATGACGCCGAGC
94
35048C CAGAAAATTAAGGGAAAATCGATTC_CTCTTATCTAGTTACTTAGATATTG
36846C TCGCAGATGACGAATCATTGGGATT_CCCATCTTTTTTGTTTGTTGAAGGC
36947C AATCGATGGAAAAACTTTTCTCTTT_ACCAAAACAAATGACAAGAGTCTGG
37594C CTCATGTTCAGGCAGGGATGTTCTC_ACCTGAGCTTAGAACCTTTACCAAA
38719C GCTCCTGTCCGGCAAAGTTACCTCT_GCCGAAGTTGAGTATTTTTGCTGTA
39343C GCATCAGGCGGATATCGTTAGCCCA_CCCAGCAAAATTCGGTTTTCTGGCT
039549 CAGCCAGCAAACCAAAACTCGACCT_GACAAACACAGACTGGATTTACGGG
040797 AGACCAAAACAGGAAGCTATGGGCC_TGCTTAGGTGACGTCTCTCGTCAGG
043918 TCGAAAGCGTAGCTAAATTTCATTC_GCCAAAAAGCCCGATGATGAGCGAC
044196 TGCAAGTGCTCGCAACATTCGCTTA_TGCGGATTATTGCCGTAGTGCCGCG
44526C ATCATGCCGTTAATATGTTGCCATC_CGTGGCAATCATGCTGCTAACGTGT
045457 GGTACTGACTCGATTGGTTCGCTTA_TCAAACGCTTCGCTGCTAAAAAAGC
046187 CAAAATACACGAAGGAGTTAGCTGA_TGCTAAAGCTGAAAATGATGCTCTG
047306 CTTTTATTAACACGGTGTTATCGTT_TTCTAACACGATGTGAATATTATCT
48091C AGAATGAACATCCCGCGTTCTTCCC_TCCGAACAGGACGATATTGTAAATT
Supplementary Figure S5. Run-off sequencing of products generated by digestion of the
0305ϕ bacteriophage recA gene sequence by I-Bth0305I. The sequence traces are consistent
with symmetric cleavage of the target site across the consensus ” 5’-T-T-x-G-x6-C-x-A-
A-3’ ” target identified in cleavage experiments using lambda phage DNA as a substrate.
The exact cleavage pattern created in this experiment is somewhat ambiguous due to the
addition of additional adenine bases at the 3’ end of the replicated DNA strand during run-
off polymerization by TaqI enzyme, but is consistent with generation of 5’, 2 base overhangs
as observed in the former experiment.
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Supplementary Figure S6. Binding of I-Bth0305I to a 60 basepair recA target sequence.
A: Binding experiments using isothermal titration calorimetry (where DNA duplexes were
injected into a cell containing pure protein) indicate that the full-length enzyme binds its
wild-type target in an exothermic reaction with a measured dissociation constant (KD) of
24 nM +/- 6 nM (∆H= -2.8 x 105 cal/mol +/- 9 x 103 cal/mol; ∆S = -900 cal/mol/deg).
B: Parallel experiments conducted with the same target, harboring a transversion of all
central 8 basepairs of it sequence (WT: 5’ - GGTGATCC - 3’; Panel B: 5’ - CCACTAGG -
3’) gives an estimated KD value of 58 nM.
The stoichiometry of the binding reaction in these ITC experiments (expressed as the
molar ratio of DNA duplex to individual protein subunits) is observed to be approximately
0.1, which is lower than the value 0.5 expected for a homodimeric protein binding to a single
site or the value of 1.0 expected for binding of a protein monomer binding to the same site.
This may be caused either by a substantial fraction of the protein in this experiment being
found in a misfolded and/or nonfunctional state, or may possibly indicate that the protein
actually forms a higher order oligomer upon assembly on its DNA target (a phenomena
that has been observed previously for the I-Ssp6803I homing endonuclease)(10). However,
the overall KD values measured in these experiments are determined independently from
the stoichiometry of the reaction, and are highly reproducible over many independent ex-
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periments. All experiments were performed in triplicate.
A. Wild-type recA target site B. recA target with transversion at central 8 basepairs
(KD 24 nM) (KD 58 nM )
Supplementary Figure S7. Size exclusion chromatography of the I-Bth0305I (top-blue)
and the I-Bth0305I catalytic domain (bottom-blue) compared with molecular weight stan-
dards (red). Standards have molecular weights of 670 kDa, 158 kDa, 44 kDa, 17 kDa, and
1.35 kDa. In both experiments, elution times are consistent with dimerization and not with
monomeric protein in solution.
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